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DESIGN OF LINEARPHASE MATCHED FILTERS

WITH A CAUSAL REAL SYMMETRIC NYQUIST PULSE

Saleh Sanussi Mneina

Abstract

Real symmetric pulse transmission under a linear phase condition is formally presented. The

delayed raised-cosine pulse is considered, and a novel design method used to generate a Nyquist

pulse with a linear phase polynomial for the denominator ofthe transfer function and an appropri-

ate placing ofthe zeros ofthe numerator is described. The combi¡ation ofeven s}'rnmetry ofthe

time response, and jco -axis transmission zero pairs leads to a linear phase pulse shaping filter

which is its own match. Various aspects ofthe linear phase design method are investigated, using

least-mean-square (LMS) timing enor and the jitter performance of the pulse as figures of merit. A

pulse symmetry factor is also defi¡ed and used. The maximum number offinite transmission zero

pairs which guarantees zero pulse amplitude at t = 0 is derived, and the generated pulse has neg-

ligible energy outside the main lobe and betterjitter performance than the standard raised-cosi¡e

spectrum pulse. The design method is flexible, and computationally robust. The transmission zero

pairs on the lco -axis enable filter implementation i¡ terms of ladder LC networks, with high stop-

band attenuation and low component sensitivity. The causal real symmetric pulse method is

extended to the discrete time domai¡ and the discrete-time raised-cosine pulse. The transmission

zeros of the discrete-time raised-cosine pulse are finite. consequently the transfer function ofthe

shaping filter is no longer an approximation, but is exactly obtained from the z-transform ofthe

pulse, and the discrete-time raised-cosi.ne is perfectly reconstructed as the unit-sample response of

the filter. FIR filters for various values ofthe delay parameter are described.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Nyquist's First criterion for distortionless transmission of a data signaiing waveform

is that the contribution ûom other signaling elements must be zero at the mid point of the

signaling interval, otherwise distortion results and is termed intersymbol interference

(ISI). In particular, a pulse with time axis crossings is said to be a Nyquist I pulse if it sat-

isfies the Nyquist first criterion which implies equally spaced crossings of the time axis.

This criterion first appeared in Il], where the theoretical foundation fo¡ transmission of

telegraph signals over a bandlimited cable with zero ISI were presented by Nyquist.

Nyquist stipulated the following two axioms:

1) The time is divided into equal signaling intervals.

2) There is a finite number ofconditions and each signaling interval is characterized

by a single one ofthese conditions,

The pulse with a square specfum was derived as the minimum bandwidth ISI free pulse,

but having a tail with a slow rate ofdecay of 1/t rendered it practically useless. In fact,

any real shape factor having odd sgnmetry about the bandedge ofthe frequency spectrum

can be added to the ûequency spectrum of this pulse thereby expanding the bandwidth and
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still maintain ISI free transmission. Further research investigating pulse spectrum rolloffs

that can be used for Nyquist pulse design with less severe timing error sensitivity followed

thereafter, leading at some point to establishing the pulse with the raised-cosine rolloff

spectrum as the standard pulse for ISI ûee transmission.

An introduction to Nyquist's paper can be found in [2].

The Nyquist's Second Criterion is that the interval between the instants when the

received pulse passes through the mean value, shall be the same as the corresponding

interval at the transmitting end. Fo¡ distortionless transmission, the pulse is sampled at the

end of the sampling period so that the response is due in part to the current signaling ele-

ment and in part to the next signalling element. Hence the name partial response signal-

ling. ISI is partially introduced in this case, yet the signal is recoverable since the ISI is

controlled. A pulse with a cosine spectrum is derived as the pulse satisfiing Nyquist's

second criterion. In addition, any real shape factor having even symmetry about the band-

edge of the frequency spectrum can be added to the frequency spectrum of this pulse and

still satisfi the criterion.

Nyquist's Third Criterion pertains to preservation ofpulse area, i.e., during any signal-

ling interval, the area of the received pulse is equal to the area of the transmitted pulse.

This c¡iterion is usefl¡l for some systems used for picture transmission fo¡ which a mini-

mum bandwidth frequency shape factor that satis$ the third criterion is also derived.
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Extensive research has been undertaken to select the best approach to design the pulse

shaping network or filter, this work is concemed with pulse shaping for data transmission

without ISI, and will be focused on the Nyquist I pulse design, which will hereafter be

referred to simply as the Nyquist pulse. Due to the large number ofresearch publications

in the area, one reference will be given as an example ofeach ofthe following approaches.

Ax attempt to relax the bandwidth restriction thereby extending the Nyquist first crite-

rion to more pulse shapes can be found in [3]. Some researchers attempt to satisfiT fre-

quency domain and time domain requirements simultaneously [4], while others are

restricted to the time domain [5]. Both approaches lead to a nonlinear system ofequations.

A third approach attempts to derive the fllter directly in the frequency domain with condi-

tions on amplitude, and phase simultaneously imposed [6], the resulting equations are lin-

ea¡ but because the polynomial representing the numerator and the denominator of the

filter t¡ansfer function are in coefficient form, the results are vulnerable to computational

inaccuracies as the filter order increases. A family ofnonJinear phase pulse shaping filters

which is ISI free with or without matched filtering is proposed in [7]. Another [8] uses

results in [3] and phase compensation to generalize the raised-cosine spectrum pulse and

design a square root Nyquist filter. A worst-case design criterion is used in [9] to develop

closed-form time-domain expressions for generating a Nyquist pulse which is superior to

the raised-cosine spectrum pulse in terms of sensitivity to timing error. unrealizable spec-

trum shape is used as a target for filter design to minimize the pulse,s least-mean-square

(LMS) timing, phase, or mixed enor [10].These are useñ¡l in terms of providing an ana-

lytic expression for the pulse and the enor, which can be used to compare different pulses.
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1.2 Research Motivation and Objective

In the context of pulse transmission through a bandlimited channel comrpted with

additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), the pulse generated by the shaping filter at the

transmitter, and transmitted through the channel, is required to be matched to the receive

filter in order to maximize the output signal-to-noise ratio. The output of the receive filter

is the received pulse. An interesting relation exists between the pulse symmetry and the

phase characteristic which, along with its possible implication on the matched filter

design, requires formal investigation. Furthermore, the received pulse is sampled at integer

multiples of the sampling period z. Timing jitter can be caused by variations of the pulse

positions or sampling instants, consequently the actual sampling instants do not occur at

exact multiples of Z producing a sampling enor.

The objective of this research is as follows:

1) To design a Nyquist pulse that performs better in the presence of timing jitter

than the raised-cosine spectrum pulse. The received pulse duration is ideally

required to be limited to the interval [0, Z] where I is the sampling period at the

receiver. Furthermore the pulse must have a negligibly small amplitude at and near

thepoints ¡ = 0 and r = T. A causal real pulse which has even symmetry such

as the time-domain raised-cosine pulse, satisfies these two conditions.

2) To investigate the relation between pulse symmetry and the phase characteristic

and use it to design a tuansmit and receive matched filter pair.

It is also part of the objective that the design method should be free of the computational

problems and complications of some of the methods reviewed above.
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1..3 Overview

This thesis is organized as follows. chapter 2 reviews and elaborates on the worst-case

and the LMS design criterion. closed form expressions are derived for the Nyquist pulse

using both criteria. The error performance -versus excess bandwidth- for each pulse is

compared with the other and with that of the raised-cosine spectrum pulse.

The triangular spectrum generated in chapter 2 under the worst-case design criterion is

used as a target for filter design in chapter 3, where actual pulse performance in the pres-

ence ofjitter is compared to that of the raised-cosine spectrum pulse.

In Chapter 4, the relationship between the causal real symmetric pulse and the linear

phase characteristic is formally proved; it is shown that linear phase is a necessary and suf-

ficient condition for symmetric impulse response. The delayed time-domain raised-cosine

pulse is considered for the output of the shaping filter at the transmitter, whose transfer

fl¡nction is approximated by a linear phase denominator polynomial, and hansmission

zero pairs which are placed on the jco -axis in accordance with the attenuation response of

the time-domain raised-cosine pulse. The generated pulse is essentially contained within

the main lobe as required. The combination of even symmetry of time response, and con-

jugate transmission zero pairs leads to a linear phase pulse shaping filter which is its own

match. A matched transmit and receive filter pair is presented, and the overall minimum

stopband attenuation is 66 dB. Performance of the receive pulse in the presence ofjitter is

quite satisfactory and the sampling enor is virtually zero.
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The linear phase design is investigated further in Chapter 5, where numerous design

examples oflinear phase filters ofvarious orders are discussed. performance of the causal

real symmetric pulse is evaluated by comparison to the raised-cosine pulse using design

figures of merits which were derived in previous chapters; a factor quanti$ing pulse sym-

metry is also introduced and used. A hansfer function realization as a ladder LC network

is given. An algorithm for placing the zeros of the numerator to produce an attenuation

response ofarbitrary shape is described and a filter design example is given.

The causal real symmetric pulse treatment presented in Chapter 4 in the continuous

time domain, is extended to the discrete time domain in Chapter 6,

The frequency response ofthe discrete-time delayed raised-cosine pulse is derived with

the delay as a parameter. unlike the continuous-time raised-cosine pulse, its attenuation

response has a flnite number of transmission zero pairs. The z-transform of the delayed

raised-cosine pulse is also derived leading to an FIR filter design, which exactly produces

the raised cosine pulse. Filter transfer function examples are given for various orders and

delay values, and a filter realization example is given.

Finally, Chapter 7 states the conclusions.
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Chapter 2

Timing Error Analysis

and

The Nyquist Pulse Design

For transmission through a band-limited channel without inters)'rnbol interference, the

time response must satisff the Nyquist criterion. A particular pulse that has been widely

used in practice corresponds to the raised-cosine rolloffspectrum with bandwidth which

exceeds halfthe symbol rate. It is called the raised-cosine pulse. However, this pulse is not

unique.

Methods for generating different pulse shapes which satisflz the Nyquist Criterion are

discussed. Two methods from the literature are reviewed and elaborated on. The first

method is based on a worst-case design criterion and produces a pulse with triangular rol-

loff spectrum. The second method is based on a least-mean-square error criterion to ana-

lyse pulse sensitivity to timing errors. It leads to an optimum pulse. Each pulse is superior

to the raised-cosine pulse in terms of sensitivity to timing errors under the corresponding

criterion. Closed form expressions are derived for the Nyquist pulse using both methods,

and the error performance -versus excess bandwidth- for each pulse is compared with the

other and with that of the raised-cosine pulse.
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2.1. Introduction

For transmission through a bandJimited channel without intersymbol interference

(ISI), the time response p(l) must satisff the Nyquist criterion; a pulse satisflring this cri-

terion is called a Nyquist pulse. The Nyquist pulse is not unique as numerous bandlimited

functions satisfring the Nyquist criterion can be found, in particular, the pulse with the

raised-cosine rolloffspectrum, is widely used. This is the raised-cosine rolloffpulse which

is known as the standard raised-cosine pulse. It will be refened to as the raised-cosine

spectrum pulse, and should not be confused with the raised-cosine in the time domain

pulse which will be discussed in Chapter 4.

In this chapter pulses other than the raised-cosine spectrum pulse whose Fourier trans-

forms are bandJimited and satisfi the Nyquist criterion for a given repetition rate are

investigated. The following section reviews the Nyquist criterion and the Nyquist pulse.

Use of the worst-case design criterion to generate Nyquist pulses was reported in [9] in

abb¡eviated form. This design criterion is elaborated on in greater detail in Sect. 2,3,1.

where the Nyquist pulse is generated in closed-form time-domain expressions.

The timing sensitivity conesponding to the worst-case design is developed in greater

detail in Sect. 2.3.2, where worst-case design error curves for the raised-cosine spectrum

pulse and the resulting pulse versus the rolloff factor are also generated. The latter pulse

exhibits a smaller worst-case enor for all values of the rollofffactor cr [11].

Sect. 2.4 reviews, and presents a detailed treatment of the least-mean-square method

to analyze pulse sensitivity to the timing enor and development ofan optimum pulse [10].

For comparison least-mean-square design error curves have also been generated for the
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optimum pulse, the triangular and the raised-cosine spectrum pulse.

The conclusions are presented in Sect. 2.5.

2.2The Nyquist Pulse

For hansmission through a bandJimited channel without intersymbol interfe¡ence

(ISI), the time response p(t) must satisfy the Nyquist criterion:

(2-r)

where Z is the sampling period. In the frequency domain, the above condition corre-

sponds to [2]

i ,1¡-orr¡ = ,10¡ (2-2)
k:*

where P(/) is the Fourier kansform of p(r).

When the time response p(l) represents the impulse response, the Fourier transform

P(/) is known as the Nyquist filter and may represent the over all system response incor-

porating the transmit filter, the channel, and the receive filter.

If the chan¡el is bandlimited to some ûequency.B, then consequently, the spectrum of

the baseband pulse p(r) , P(f) = 0 for lJl > B .

When .B = I /27 , the available bandwidth equals half the symbol rate, then (2-2) is

clearly satisfied by the unique pulse p(r) = ,## with a square specrrum but the

corresponding filter is unrealizable. Even a close approximation to the pdr. $@jp' nt/T

(t n = (lpØD=l_ . nel
IU n+t)
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would require a complicated filter to approximate the abrupt hansition band, and more

importantly, the performance is very sensitive to timing enors due to the slow rate of

decay of the tail of the pulse.

Assume a small timing enor À in sampling the signal e@ = sngg).. 
Then for the

case ofbinary data of +1 the ISI contribution in a worst-case scenario is

í Þrnr*ttt = i #++ììi = {o ror L=o
t1 : -@ ,?*ln('+ L/r)l [- for a'*o
n*0 n+0

The worst-case ISI is infuite for any norzero timing error and a sampling error is devas-

tating in this case primarìly because p(l) decays only as 1/t.

Fo¡ a receive frlter that eliminates ISI to be realized, it is necessary that the bandwidth

-B exceeds halfthe symbol rate 1/2T,where I is the sampling period and f, = l/T is

the sampling frequency. Moreover, to simpliff filter design and improve performance sen-

sitivity to timing enors, the bandwidth must approach 1,/I.

The amount of bandwidth in excess ofthe Nyquistband 1/2T is referred to as the excess

bandwidth, and the relative excess bandwidth is called the rolloff factor o = B , ll2r .
I /27

lilhen I/27 <B < l/T (notethat then 0<o< 1), the Nyquist criterion (2-2) is equiva-

lent to requiring that P(f) have a symmetrypoint at / = f ,/2 = I /27

,(+.4. e.(fi-r) = rro> ¡o, trt.Ln e.3)

The Nyquist pulse is not unique in this case and numerous functions with

1/27 < B < 1/ T and satisffing the above symmehy can be found; a particular spectrum

10
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that satisfies the above condition and has been widely used in practice is the raised-cosine

rolloff spectrum

P(.f) =

lfl<ft

fi<lJ1s f ,

lJ1> .f z

where/, = (1 -a)/2T, fz = 0+ o)/2T,and c istherollofffactor,0lc¿t 1.

The corresponding pulse, termed the raised-cosine spectrum pulse, is given by

p(t) = sin(nt/T) cos(ant/T)-: 
TEt \_Qa;Ñ Q-s)

The raised-cosine spectrum pulse crosses the time axis at the sampling instants, and has

sidelobes that dec¡ease with increasing rolloff factor c[,, from 0 to 1 as shown in Fig. 2.1.

The rate of decay is I / t3 and is a substantial improvement over the square pulse and tim-

ing errors are not as devastating.

(2-4)

Ë 04

& 0.2

-0.4""""'-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 012 3
normalized lime t/T

Fig. 2,1 The raised-cosine spectrum pulse for different values
of the rolloff factor

, /,\\, l.\
/,\rf ,Ì
ll:lttl I:lll,

t¡l

/,
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2.3.1 The Worst-Case Design Method

The spectrum ofthe pulse, P(/) is assumed to be real, even, and odd about f,/2 in

the range f t<f < fz, fr/2 = l/2T is the symmetry point mentioned in relation to

(2-3) above, and P(0) = 1 . Define G(f) = 2P(f) - i, a scaled and amplirude shifted

version of P(/) (see Fig. 2.2), then G(/) is also even. Then ûom (2-3)

P(f)+ P(fs- f) = I <+ G(f) + G(fs-f) = 0

Thus this latter condition is necessary and sufficient for the pulse to be a Nyquist pulse.

.f "/2

Fig. 2.2 The raised-cosine and the triangular functions

The Nyquist pulse is generated in a closed form expression [9]

af ,/2l.p(t) = -:sin(nf,r) J Q(/)cos(2nfr)df =

0

o.f ,/2

c(t) = I d,7)cos(2nft)df
0

g(r) is then the inverse transform of þ(f)/2 , and Q(/) 
oisarn 

arbitrary real even

tunction of / which is bandlimited to tc^f 
"/2 

such that J O<naf = I , and p(r) is

0

l-
- sln{ fi/ -/ )fi,t cu) (2-6)

(2-7)

P(f) G(f)

2
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a solution to (2-l). P(/) is therefore the convolution of þ(f)/2 and a rectangular firnc-

tion which is bandlimited to xf ,/2. Eq. (2-6) is a closed-form time-domain expression

for generating pulses satisffing the Nyquist criterion, (see Appendix Al).

For example, consider the raised-cosine spectrum pulse given in (2-5) as a special case of

a pulse satisfring (2- 1). From (2-6) we deduce that the corresponding fi.rnction g(r) is

given by t<,¡ = i"tl!t)1.,. To obtain the corresponding tunction g(/) a new tunc-
| - (2af st)

tion Qff) is defined as a shifted version of G(/) according to the relation

gu) = G("f +f,/z)=-sin(n f\
taE,l for -af"/2<lf¡<uf,/2

where G(/) is obtained from the spectrum (2-4) as

c(f)=2p(f)-t =-.t"(å(f -f,/Ð) for f >0;

It follows that (see Appendix Al) Q(fl = $O<fl = #,*t#,.

A triangular G(/) was proposed as

f "/2 -lflG(Ít= " =,; for (1 -a)f,/2<lft<Q+a)fs/2d"f "/2

The spectrum ofthe pulse in this case is given by

(2-8)

", 
{i 

.ry#!
lf1< (1- u)f"/2

(1 -d.)f s/2<1"f1 <(t +a)f s/2

lfl>(+a)f"/2

13

(2-e)
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P(/) is an even tunction of / and G(/) has odd symmetry about f = f ,lZ,and (2-2) is

clearly satisfied. This particular case is named the triangular fi.rnction after the triangular

rolloff of the spectrum.

similar to the raised-cosine rolloffcase, to derive the pulse corresponding to the triangular

rolloffdefine QU) = G(f +f,/2)=- ,f!" for -af"/2<lJl<uf,/2

substituting O(,f) = - !*Otn : 4 ¡n (2-7) andintegratingto get

"rrl 
= "Ilil"t) = sa(nuf,t) (2-10)

where ,Sa is the sampling function defined as ,9a(x) = sinx/x, from (2-6)

_,... _ sin(n/"t) ,., sin(n/"r) sin(ral,r)
ltt fit r|d,f st (2_ 1 1)

= f,Sa(nf"t)Sa(nuf"t)

I o.¿

Êo-c
à 0.2

normalized time t/T

2.3 T\e triangular pulse for different values ofthe rolloff factor
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2,3.2 Timing Error for the \ryorst-Case Design

A worst-case design criterion is adopted to analyse pulse sensitivity to timing error [9].

Assuming a small timing error A, and a received pulse represented by the pulse train

\ a,,p(t - nT) the interfering signal for detection at I = 0 is \ a,plt - nf)
ll=-æ = _æ

¡t*0

TheISI is to atustorderapproximation o i lt,#lU-n?')l evaluated au = 0.
,;.;

At t = 0 the term under consideration has amplitude do, it is the term which is being

interfered with by all other terms, and we have (see Appendix A2)

¡*
ISI = lT | {-t)'*t 1o,,/o.)s+ Q-n)

,,:*;

In binary transmission a,, = *1 , for a worst-case situation the øo are chosen such that all

interfering terms add. Then the worst-case for the appropriate choice of the d,¡ gives

M =+; H+X (2-13)1-n
= |

Substituting the fi¡nction SØT) = +P = Sa(unn),which corresponds to the

triangular rolloff spectrum into (2- 13), we get an upper bound for the worst-case sensitiv-

ity of the triangular function:

rsrtr,iouguto,=r+;l+r)l =#; j= #*+ = *+ (2-14)
n=ll A,n 'lE I n=ln
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Forthe special case when u = 1/2 we gel

I s I 
I r, i o ns, t o, ='* Z,l^fal = #,,i,¿h

(2-rs)

:!Ln'_7r^_,..^"^
1tf g = ,T= t.t tuóÌ

where stn(nn/2) :0 for ¿ ey¿¡r has been used.

The worst-case erro¡ for the triangular pulse is shown in Fig. 2.4, versus the relative excess

bandwidth (the rolloff factor o), which assumes values between 0 and l.

o
I,JJ

o)
t¡t
(ú
o
eo
3

0

Fig.2.4
Relative Excess Bandwidth

Comparison of worst-case errors
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Similarly, substituting the firnction g(n Z) - cos (aræ)- 
conesponding to the raised-

1 - (2an)'
cosine rolloff spectrum into (2-13), we get an expression for worst-case sensitivity for the

the raised-cosine spectrum pulse

ISll,o¡,"d"o"¡n" : +;l cos(cxnr)- | (2-t6)
' n= tln(l -4a"n')l

which can be computed for given values of the timing error Â and the rolloff factor q,.

For cx, = 1/2,(2-16)becomes

ß1 =r4$ lcos(nnzz)l : Afl* i t Itroísedcosi e T ,?,1 at -r3¡l '1, ,ÍøGn2 -il
In the above sum z has been repla cedby 2n because except for z = 1 oddvalues do not

contribute. Since ) --+- = 2ln2 - 1 [13], and by L'hospital's rule we have
,f, rn14n2 - 1¡

-!sin(nn/2\lcos(nIl/¿)l 2 'l fi ^-.--____ | - ____________ -;, uiefr IuuúWSn(n'-l)1,,_, 3n'-l l,=, +

ISIl,o¡,"d"o"¡,," = n{;.2ul-t} = l'ss7|r (2-t7)

This is the expression for the worst-case sensitivity conesponding to the raised-cosine rol-

lofffor s, = I/2.

The worst-case error for the raised-cosine spectrum pulse is also shown in Fig. 2.4.

t7
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2.4 Timing Error and Least-Mean-Square Design

A least-mean-square (LMS) error criterion can be used to analyse pulse sensitivity to

timing enors and obtain an optimum pulse [10]. The mean squared enor in the received

signal sample has a parabolic behaviour near the origin.

The Fourier Transform ofthe pulse chosen to minimize the enor near the origin should

satisff theNyquist criterion state din (2-2),that is i p(f - n/\= p(0) = f .

It is convenient to write P(/) in terms of a rollotr'iu1-Jionf l¡¡ :

pu) = rÍpoc)+B(f -t/2T)+ B*(_f _1/2r)l (2_1S)

whereB(/) = 0 for l/l >a/2T and

,r<¡, = {l lfi,< 1/2r 
(z-ts)

[ (_) otherwise
Note that P(/) reduces to P s("f) when cx, = 0 .

The Nyquist constraint (2-2) is equivalent to B(f) : -B*ç-¡) , which implies that

ImB(f) is even. Franks [10] derived the following expression for the mean squared

timing error:

LMS E, = (4\'ll- or"'Í' urrrrr - B(f)tdf + rr'""¡' rr<¡nl. e-20), \r/16 0 I" 
. \--v'

Minimization of the timing error by use of the calculus of variations [14] (see Appendix

A3), leads to an optimum rolloff function

Bff)=t-rf, o<f<a/2r (2-21)

Substituting this rolloff function in (2-20) produces the LMS timing error

LMS E, = (T)'ir-"r' (2-22)

which corresponds to the LMS timing error optimum pulse

p(t) = sa(ú[t/T)((1-ø)cos(oæt/T)+d.s,(s,1tt/T)) (2-23)

18
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0

Fig.2.5

l-c[ I I+û, IZrn-TTr
Spectrum ofthe Optimum pulse and the raised-cosine pulse

The Fourier Transform of the timing enor optimum pulse is shown in Fig. 2.5 (solid line);

the raised-cosine rolloff spectrum is also shown (dotted line). Note that the value at zero

frequency is I not unity as fo¡ the worst-case design (see Fig. 2.2).
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(t)
E'f
-o.
E

o.4

o.2

-0.4 L

-5
normalized time t/T

Fig. 2.6 The optimum pulse for different values of the rollofffactor

The spechum of the optimum pulse is discontinuous and the optimum pulse is not con-

tained within the main lobe as shown in Fig 2.6. Note that the timing enor optimum pulse

is the same as the triangular pulse of Sect. 2,3.1 for rolloffvalues 0, and l.

The corresponding expressions for the raised-cosine spectrum pulse are

atn =)(-sinø1, o<f su/2r

LMS E, = (+)'¿l'- l" * ,(r - å)"]

(2-24)

(2-2s)

t(\
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Performance of the triangular pulse (obtained under worst-case design consideration),

can also be determined under the LMS conditions. The corresponding expressions are

ao=)Q *rÀ' o<r<u/2r

LMS Er = (T)'lu -",.

(2-26)

(2-27)

The LMS timing enor curves of the optimum pulse (2-23), the raised-cosine spectrum

pulse (2-25), and the hiangular pulse (2-27) are shown inFig. 2.7 versus the rolloff factor

c¿. Since the triangular pulse is optimum for values of c= 0, and 1, the LMS enors are

equal for the optimum pulse and the triangular pulse at the end points where the two

pulses are the same.

Conversel¡ performance of the pulse obtained under the LMS consideration cannot be

determined under the worst-case design conditions of the previous section.

To obtain the ISI in this case the fi;nction SØT) = uSa(ann)+(1-cx)cos(cx,nn),isto

be substituted into (2-13), and due to the presence ofperiodic functions in the expression

t'(nT\l
of g,the infinite series ) !.4111-L! 66s5 not converge.

¡t= |

The ISI cannot be determined for this case. However we expect the optimum pulse to have

the same ISI at a = 0, 1 as the triangular pulse since the two pulses are the same there.

The triangular pulse has better performance than the raised-cosine spectrum pulse under

the worst-case design criterion, as well as under the LMS design.

21
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\\r

\

0 0.2 0.4 0.ô 0.8 1

Relative Excess Bandwidth 0

Fig. 2.7 Comparison of mean squared timing errors

2.5 Conclusions

The Nyquist pulse is generated from closed-form time-domain expressions which are

developed in greater detail in this chapter than is found in the literature. Development of

the triangular pulse has been carried out further than was reported in the literature, and

worst-case design enor curves for the triangular pulse and the raised-cosine spectrum

pulse versus the rolloff factor are generated. Detailed heatment ofFranks' analysis of the

timing enor and development of an optimum pulse has been presented, and LMS design

effor curves have been generated; these curves indicate superiority of the optimum pulse

over the raised-cosine spechum pulse.

o
t¡J^^
EuÞ
(¡)

(d

o
U)
c 0.4
(ú
o
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The triangular rolloffspectrum which corresponds to the worst-case design is a contin-

uous function offrequency as can be seen from Fig. 2.2, while the spectrum corresponding

to the LMS Design Method is discontinuous (Fig. 2.5), therefore, there is no curve cone-

sponding to the optimum pulse (in the LMS sense) in Fig. 2.4. The series representing the

ISI (2-13) is shown to be divergent when computed for the optimum pulse under the

worst-case design condition. The triangular pulse has better performance than the raised-

cosine spectrum pulse under the worst-case design criterion, as well as under the LMS

design.

Both specha used in conjunction with the \ryorst-case and the least-mean-square

method imply an infinite attenuation for the entire stopband which can not be achieved

with practical filters. Hence, the triangular rolloffspectrum and the spectrum correspond-

ing to the optimum pulse are theoretical results that carurot be exactly produced in practice

as practical filters do not have infinite attenuation over the entire stopband. The filter nec-

essarily cannot be strictly bandlimited.
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Chapter 3

The Triangular Pulse and Linear Phase Filter Design

Filter design for data transmission involves the search for functions with certain prop-

erties, which when used as targets, the resulting filter will be appropriate for a predeter-

mined task, such as, reduction ofjitter effect. A widely used class ofbaseband pulses that

satisff the Nyquist Criterion for eliminating intersymbol interference (ISI) in narrowband

communications are pulses with zero crossings at the sampling instants corresponding to

the standard raised-cosine spectrum. In this chapter, use ofan altemative pulse, one with

zero derivatives at the sampling instants, is proposed. It corresponds to the triangular-

shaped spechum developed in Chapter 2. Potential immunity of the triangular pulse to

sampling effor relative to that ofthe raised-cosine pulse is first established. Performance

in the presence ofjitter offilters designed with the triangular target fi.lnction is also inves-

tigated.
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3.1 Introduction

According to the previous chapter, pulse hansmission through a band-limited channel

without intersymbol interference (ISI) must satisfi the Nyquist condition (2-l).

Consequently, the corresponding frequency response satisfies (2-2) and is normally

required to be bandlimited to frequencies less than some cutofffrequency. These simple

time and fiequency domain specifications represent the minimum requirements that the

filter (primarily a pulse shaping network) must meet [4]. Filter design for data transmis-

sion involves the search for fl¡nctions that satis$r the above time and frequency domain

specifications to be used as target functions for filter design such that the resulting filter

will be appropriate for a predetermined task, such as reduction ofjitter effect.

A widely used class ofbaseband pulses that satisÛ' the Nyquist Criterion for eliminat-

ing ISI in narrow-band communications are those corresponding to the standard raised-

cosine spectrum. An altemative function, one with triangular spectrum, is investigated as a

target for filter design. compared to the raised-cosine function which has zero crossings at

the sampling instants, the corresponding time response has zero derivatives at the sâm-

pling instants, a desirable property fiom the point ofview of combating the jitter effect.

The objective of this chapter is to use the triangular spectrum developed under the

Worst-Case Design Method discussed in Sects. 2,3,L and 2,3.2, with roll offfactor

o = 1 , as target function for filter design for data hansmission through bandlimited

channels, and compare thejitter performance ofthe generated pulse to the pe¡formance of
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the pulse generated with the standard raised-cosine target function.

This treatment has fust been presented to the Gradcon'98 [15], and partially in [16].

Examples ofthe use ofthe raised-cosine rolloffspectrum as a target fl¡nction to design

filters for data transmission through band-limited charurels are designed by the method

reported in [6], and a modification is reported in [ 17]. In the design method, the product of

the raised-cosine spectrum and a linear phase poll'nomial representing the denominator of

the transfer function ofthe filter are used to approximate the corresponding numerator

polynomial.

The following section introduces the triangular and the raised-cosine target functions,

and their performance in the presence of timing jitter is investigated. The corresponding

filter design method is briefly presented in Sect. 3.3. A filter design example, and actual

pulse performance in the presence of timing jitter is presented in sect. 3,4. The conclusion

is presented in Sect. 3,5.
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3.2 Design Target Functions

The proposed pulse can be expressed as

hØ=!rejnll])2 =frsa<nttnf

H-(r\ = [0-rlJD 111<t/r
[ 0 otherwise

(3-1)

where,Sa is the sampling function defined as Sa(x) = sinx/x. This is a sinc-squared

function or pulse, and will be referred to as the triangular pulse on because it has a triangu-

lar-shaped spectrum which is given by

(3-2)

With roll off factor c = 1 , this is a special case of the spectrum with triangular rolloff

function (2-9) derived under the worst-case design criterion of Sect. 2.3.1. The triangular

pulse can be obtained from the expression for generating pulses satisffing the Nyquist cri-

terion given in (2 -ll) wifh roll-offfactor s, = l Compared to the raised-cosine pulse, the

proposed pulse has zero derivatives at the sampling instants, and does not cross the time

axis, as shown in Fig 3. i.

normalized time t/T
Fig. 3.1 Time response of the triangular rollofffunction

1

o.

o.
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As discussed in Sect. 2.4, this pulse is optimum with respect to timing errors under the

LMS design criterion (o, = 1 ), and has better performance than the raised-cosine pulse

under the LMS design criterion, as well as under the worst-case design criterion.

The second function to be considered for comparison purposes is the standard raised-

cosine spectrum (2-4). In conhast to the hiangular ñrnction (3- l), the pulse corresponding

to the raised-cosine spectrum is given by (2-5), it crosses the time axis at the sampling

instants, and has sidelobes that decrease with the roll off factor o which assumes values

between 0 and 1 (see Fig.2.1).

The received pulse is to be sampled at integer multiples of the sampling period I.
As the sampling instants may not be precisely known at the receiver, the time response of

the filter may deviate from zero as the actual sampling instants do not occur at exact mul-

tiples of the sampling period, producing a sampling error as jitter effect. Timing jitter is

simulated by allowing the sampling instant to vary over part ofthe sampling period to pro-

duce a sampling enor, which is evaluated according to the following time-domain formula

[6]:

sømpling en'or : i h21t,,+kT¡
k = -Lk^J

k+o

(3-3)

whe¡e å is the normalized impulse response,i. e., h(t^) = I , l,n is the centre of the main

lobe, kr, = tnt/T is the number of zero crossings before the main lobe, and lå,,,1 is the

largest integer less than or equal to É,,, .
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specifically, to account for the side lobes at the leading and trailing edges, å(r) is evalu-

ated at an array of time instants (/,, + kT - xT S t < tn+ kT + tT), where r is the timing

jitter relative to the sampling period Z, or the jitter level.

Using 100% excess bandwidth indicated by o = 1 the performance of the raised-

cosine pulse, and the triangular pulse (3-1) for jitter levels ry to 20o/o of the sampling

period z is shown in Fig. 3.2. Superior performance of the ideal triangular pulse over that

of the ideal raised-cosine pulse suggests superiority of the filter designed with the triangu-

lar target function over filters designed with the raised-cosine târget function. The perfor-

mance curves shown in Fig. 3.2. are obtained for ideal pulses, so they represent lower

bounds on the sampling enor that can be achieved by the raised-cosine filter, and the trian-

gular fi lter, respectively.

jitter / T

Fig. 3.2 Target performance in the presence ofjifter

0.01

-0.15 -0.1 -0.05 0
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3.3 The Design Method

The transfer fl¡nction of the filter can be written as

(3-4)

where m is the degree of the numerato¡ polynomial, z is the degree of the denominator

polynomial (m < n), and ¡11Oo) is a known function with desirable properties whose

amplitude is used as a target. The denominator, Q,,Q oJ) , of the hansfer fi¡nction is given

by a recunence relation which approximates an equiripple linear phase characteristic ofa

given order n [18]. Filters of the same degree designed by this method have the same

denominator polynomial p,,(p) regardless of which target function is being used. The

deviation from ideal linear phase condition, the phase error, is shown in Fig. 3.3 for an

equiripple, linear phase polynomial Qr(jro) .

o 2 4 6I t0 12 14
frequency ¡n radls

Fig. 3.3 Phase error ofthe equiripple linear phase polynomial

P...1lr¡)
H(ico)= ffi=rr1¡^¡

I
o
o)

¡!
{L
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Rearranging equation (7), the numerator polynomial can be expressed as

P*(i$) 
= 

HrU@)Q,,UrUù) (3-s)

Briefly described, the design method uses the amplitude of a known function ,r/rffol) as

a target with an imposed linear phase, the design task then is to find the polynomial which

fits the product of the target spectrum and the denominator polynomial, which is used to

approximate the corresponding numerator polynomial. The coefficients of the numerator

polynomial are determined by minimizing the square error signal in the hansmission

band. A complete account of the design method can be found in [6] and [17].

3.4 Filter Design Example and Performance

The triangular function is used as a design target for an 8th order filter in the modified

method [17], with the magnitude-midpoint frequency a, = 2n, T = l/2 and the main

lobe centre location B = 0.8. The hansfer function of the filter is given in Table 3.1 in

zero-pole representation. For 0 dB at co = 0, the constant factor is K = 0.015105. The

resulting pulse is contrasted to the ideal triangular pulse in Fig. 3.4. The magnitude and

attenuation response of the resulting filter are shown in Fig. 3.5.

Table 3.1: Zeros and poles oftransfer fl¡nction of 8th order filter

Zercs Poles

424.4781 -r.s868 tj11.4390

lj r2.'7572 -2.2464 + j8.t77s

4.8791 lj s.4909 -2.se73 lj 4.9073

-4.8791 tj s.4909 _2.7s64 +.it.63s9
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-2 -1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5
normal¡zed time t /T

Fig. 3.4 Time response of the triangular filter versus its target function

o 'to 20
frequency in racy6

Magnitude and attenuation response of the triangular filter, n=8

ao

.9

o 10 20
frequency in racl/s

Fig. 3.5
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I
q)
ct)c
o.
E(ú

CJ)

-0.05 0 0.05 0.1
iitter / T

Fig. 3.6 Filter performance in the presence ofjifier

The filter performance with respect to jitter compared to that of its target is shown in

Fig. 3.6. The performance of the triangular filter is superior to that of the raised-cosine fil-

ter since it is superior to the performance of the raised-cosine target itself, which is shown

in Fig. 3.2. The sampling error although small is not zerc at zero jitler. This is due to the

deviation of the leading edge of the filter time response from the ideal case.

To further improve the jitter performance, the sidelobes of the pulse must be attenuated.

One way to achieve this is by allowing more bandwidth, another way is to allow more

transmission zeros at inûnity, i.e., to use a higher degree denominator polynomial which

leads to a higher order filter.

0.15 o.2

JJ
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3.5 Conclusions

1) Having zero derivatives at the sampling instants, the triangular function has been shown

to have better performance in the presence ofjitter than the raised-cosine function which

has zero crossings at the sampling instants. This ¡esult is exploited for designing filters

with improved performance in the presence ofjitter.

2) An 8th order filter, which is designed using the triangular function as a target, is shown

to out perform the raised-cosine target function, and hence out performs the filter designed

with the raised-cosine function as a target.

3) The design method does not produce a close fit and the time response of the filter is not

close enough to the ideal triangular pulse, consequently, performance of the ideal triangu-

lar pulse in the presence ofjitter could not be closely achieved by the time response ofthe

designed filter. Better approximation can be achieved with higher order filters. However,

this design method suffers from possible computation inaccuracy as the matrix represent-

ing the set oflinear equations tends to becomes ill conditioned and close to singular.
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Chapter 4

Causal Real Symmetric Pulse

and Linear Phase Matched Filter Design

Real symmetric pulse transmission under a linear phase condition is presented. The

mathematical relationship between the causal real symmetric pulse and the linear phase

characteristic is formally proven; it is shown that linear phase is a necessary and sufficient

condition for symmetric impulse response. It is also shown that if a causal real symmetric

pulse is the input to the channel, it will be matched to a receive filter which is identical to

the transmit filter. The delayed raised-cosine pulse is considered for the causal real sym-

metric Nyquist pulse. A novel design method used to generate a Nyquist pulse with a lin-

ear phase polynomial for the denominator of the transfer function and an appropriate

placing of the zeros ofthe numerator is described. The hansmission zero pairs are placed

on the jco-axis in accordance with the ideal raised-cosine attenuation response, providing

high attenuation in the stopband. The combination of even symmetry of time response,

and conjugate transmission zero pairs leads to a linear phase pulse shaping filter which is

its own match.
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4.1 Introduction

Nyquist pulse shaping can be done completely at the hansmitter or the receiver end.

This assumes that the other filters in the overall system have only a minor effect on the ISL

Splitting the overall Nyquist filter, primarily a pulse shaping filter, between the transmitter

and the receiver is done to compensate for the possible distortion of the channel by match-

ing the receiver to the hansmitter. The characterizations ofthe matched filter were derived

by North [ 19], Review material on the matched filter and its properties is provided by

Turin [20].

To maximize the S,4.I (signal-to-noise ratio), the transfer function of the Nyquist filter

is divided betr¡'een the transmitter and the receiver, hence giving rise to the transmit and

receive filters. Part ofthe filtering would be carried out at each end of the chan¡el, with

each filte¡ contributing halfthe response, i.e. the division is done symmetrically between

the transmitter and the receiver, and the transfer function ofeach resulting filter is the

square root ofthe hansfer function ofthe overall Nyquist filteE leading to the well known

square root filter approach [21].

An altemative approach where the transmit and receive filters have the same magni-

tude response, while the impulse responses are time-reversed versions ofeach other is

used in this chapter. The receive filter is matched to the transmit filter in this case, and the

filtering is optimal for linearly modulated systems when the chan¡el noise is additive

white Gaussian noise and there is no ISI in the ove¡all system [22].
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The transmitted pulse is contained in the main lobe, and has even syÍtmetry leading to

identical transmit and receive filte¡s, which are linear phase. Each of the transmit and

receive filters satisfies the Nyquist criterion.

The relationship between the causal real symmetric pulse and the linear phase charac-

teristic is mathematically established in Sect. 4.2. The continuous time delayed raised-

cosine pulse is analyzed as an example of a causal real symmetric pulse in Sect. 4.3, and

an approximation is found using rational functions with linear phase denominator polyno-

mials in Sect. 4.4. A good approximation to the continuous time delayed raised-cosine

pulse is provided in Sect. 4.5 by adding imaginary hansmission zero pairs. The matched

transmit and receive filter pair is discussed in Sect. 4.5 and desigl examples in terms of

linear phase filters ofvarious orders are given. The conclusions are given in Sect. 4.6.

5t
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4.2 Causal Real Symmetric Impulse Response and Linear Phase

0, ,d

Fig. 4.1 Causal real symmetric pulse

The output ofa filter l1(jol) at the transmitter provides an input signal å(l) to the

channel. Assuming a linear channel of sufficient bandwidth so that the input signal å(t) is

not changed in shape, this signal -except for additive noise- will also appear at the input

of the receive filter. The receive filter is required to be matched to the signal; i.e. its

impulse response has the same shape as /z(t) but is reversed in time and shifted by 2rr,

where l, is the time delay between the pulse arrival and the output peak, that is the time to

peak. Thus the impulse response of the receive filter is h(- t + 2tà .

Furthermore, the causal real symmetric pulse shown in Fig. 4.1 satisfies the equality

h(t) = h(-t+ztd)

r{h1)} = H(jÚÙ) = F{h(- t + 2tù}

H(i(D) = r_*o<-t+2td) e-i't dt

It follows that
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H(ia) = f*o<"> e-i()r(2td-'E) d" = 
"-t^t'of_*h1r7 

dal dr

where the last equality is obtained by substituting î = 2t,t - t .

Therefore

H (i @) = 
"-i^''o 

H ç-¡ r¡ = 
"-l@2to 

¡7x 1¡ ¡¡¡ (4-1)

where the fact that H+(j@) = H(-jo) for areal impulse response å(r) hasbeenusedin

(4-1). The frequency response of the matched filter is the complex conjugate of the trans-

mitted spectrum multiplied by a phase factor representing the sampling delay of 2lr.

Equation (4- 1) can be written as

H1¡ lo¡ei^to = ¡¡* 1¡ r¡"-i'" = (H (j oùei'to)*

Thus, the quantity H1¡a¡ei'to is real, and H(j@) = lH1¡ø¡le-i'to .

The üansfe¡ function /1(jro) with real impulse response å(r) , which is symmetric

about f./ can be expressed as .Fl(jco) = 111("rr¡)l . exp(jQffro)), where l,?(7ro)l is real-

valued with even symmetry, and Qffco) is real-valued with odd symmetry. Specifically,

Q(¡co) = -ofr/. Assume that å(t) is symmetric about f¿ and causal, then h(t) = 0 for

/ < 0 and t> ztd.It follows that h(t) = h(- t +2td), which is the condition for a

matched filter in this case. Thus tI(jco) is its own match, and using a pulse shaping filter

H rrj@) = H(i@) at the transmitter, the receive filter is given by HR*U@) = H(ja).

Note that å(t) is the input pulse of the receive filteq which is identical to the hansmit fil-

ter, the total delay of the transmit and receive filter combination is 2/,
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Real causal symmetric impulse response (such as the one shown in Fig. 4.2b) leads to

a novel design ofthe matched filter, and is equivalent to a linear phase response as proved

by the following theorem.

THEOREM 4.1:

The real impulse response å(l) is symmetric if and only if the phase ZH(j@) is linear.

-td o 
'o

Fig. 4.2a Real symmetric pulse

Proof:

t, 2t,ad

Real delayed symmetric pulse

0

Fig.4,2b

Assuming even symmetry of l,(/) about f¿, implies h(t+td): h(-t+t.).

H(ia) = f_¡,{,) "-t'' a,

Replacing tby t+ td

H(j(Ð) = f nç*to¡ e-ia(t*t') ¿1

h(t+ td)

It follows that

H(iu)): "-i''o f *h{-t+to¡ e-iat dt
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Let r = -t+ td,then

H(i6)) = "-i'" f *h1r,¡ e-io(td-'c) d'c

= e-io2td Lrr", dt' dr = 
"-i2taa 

Heio,)

and

1H(jo) : -2td6+ ZH(-jUù)

Since the phase ZH (j @) is odd for real h(t), ZH (j @) = - ZH (-j @),we then have

zH(j|D) : -td.o Ø-2)

and the phase ZH(j@) is linear.

Therefore, linear phase is necessary for an even symmetric impulse response å(l) .

To prove the sufficiency condition, assume a linear phase

ZH(jco) = -td,o, td>0

then

H (j o)) = lH (j a)l zH (j ø)= lH (j 6))l e-iat o

It is required to show that the ¡eal impulse response å(t) is symmetric, that is

h(t+tà: h(-t+tì.

The impulse response can be expressed in terms of the inverse Fourier hansform relation:

hØ = *f__H1¡ol dat da

Then with t replacedby t+rd
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h(r+t.t) = *f*rrtr, eiau+t¿) de)

: fif l,<ir¡1;i@to "ia(t+tà 
dø

= fif__trrir¡l ddt da

The magnitude function is even, lAiTro¡l = l¡1(-¡r¡)l for a real pulse, therefore

h(t+td) = fif_*lrt-ir¡l ei'' da

= fif_*trr-i^¡1"ia* "i6(t-tù 
da

= *f_rr-t^, "ia('-tì dø

Replacing co by -ot

h(t+td) = lf *rrtr', eia(-t+tì d@

= h(-t+ td)

implying that å(t) is symmetri c abolt t¿, and thus a linear phase is necessary and suffi-

cient for the impulse response å(t) to be symmetric. n

A causal symmetric pulse is necessarily offinite duration as can be seen from Fig.

4.2b, where the pulse is contained within the interval[O, 2t¿].

The Fourier hansform relation in this case reduces to

H(irl,) = f" t 1,¡ "-i'' d,
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Replacing t by x + t, advances the pulse as shown inFig. 4.2a

H(jo¡ = l'_,,rr"*t,t) e-i@(.+tà dI

It follows that

H(i@) = "-jt'o lo,oh{"+t¿) e-j^t dt

The magnitude is obtained by taking the absolute value on both sides

l¡I(¡co)l = 
ll:,,0r"*to) "-i'" arl

l¡I(.¿co)l = zlf' na+ rr)cos(rot)dtl (4-3)

Given a desired pulse shape å(l) , the target ñrnction for filter design l¡lÇr¡)l can be gen-

erated using a simple integrai relation (4-3).

The scaling factoris given by ¡1(0) = Zl' nçc + t¿ ar.
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4.3 The Time-Domain Raised-Cosine Pulse

A real pulse which ifdelayed by l,

domain raised-cosine pulse, given by

has even symmetry about the point f, is the time-

(4-4)

Note that this name 'raised-cosine' is often used to refer to the pulse with a raised-cosine

rolloff spectrum, that is a raised-cosine in the frequency domain, which is also refened to

as the standard raised-cosine pulse or the raised-cosine spectrum pulse. The time-domain

raised-cosine pulse of(4-4) shown in Fig. 4.3 will be referred to simply as the raised-

cosine pulse. Also, the word pulse will be used in the foregoing discussion to mean the

time response, and whether it is the impulse response or the response to a pulse input

should be clear from the context. However, in most cases it is the impulse response.

ota
Fig. 4.3 The time-domain raised-cosine pulse

(,

p,..(î) = l)0+ 
cos{ntttì) ltl<ta

I o otherwise

-td

p r"(t)
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If delayed by t¿ , the raised-cosine pulse becomes causal, it has even symmetry about

/randiscontainedwithinthemainlobe[0,2t¿l,asshowninFig.4.l.ThusbyTheorem

4.1, this delayed version has a linear phase or equivalently a constant delay to . The raised-

cosine pulse is discussed in [23] in relation to the Squaring Synchronizer for pAM signals

which is used to generate a spectral line clock synchronizer. However, the motivation for

considering the raised-cosine pulse in the context of matched filter design is based on the

discussion ofSect. 4,2 that ifthis symmetric pulse is used as the input to the channel, i.e.

is the output ofthe shaping filter at the transmitte¡ the causal raised-cosine pulse will be

matched to a receive filter which is identical to the transmit filter.

The spectrum corresponding to the raised-cosine pulse with unity maximum amplitude

can be expressed as

p,. 

"(.f 
) = t ds o(2nf t d) + 

t| 
s 

"12 
n¡ t o + n¡ + 

tlr 
s.'zn¡ t o - n¡

where So(x) = siî(x)/x. This spectrum is real and the phase is zero.

(4-5)

The frequency domain representation of the raised-cosine pulse given by (4-5) with

fo= I indicates that there are transmission zero pairs at integer multiples of æ starting at

2¡i. This is clearly indicated by Fig. 4.4 which shows the ideal attenuation response ofthe

raised-cosine pulse versus frequency / for th e case t d = 1 , or in general versus /1, .

The raised-cosine pulse has transmission zero pairs at

s = jo = ljk't;td, k=2,3,4,... (4-6)
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Fig. 4.4 Ideal raised-cosine attenuation response

4.4 Rational Function Approximation of the Causal Raised-Cosine Pulse
without Tfansmission Zeros

According to Theorem 4.1, ofSect. 4,2, the causal raised-cosine pulse, due to its even

symmetry can be approximated by the impulse response of an approximately linear phase

filter. The transfer function ofa filter oforder n can be written as

H@:P# (4-7)

where m is the degree of the numerator polynomial, n is the degree of the denominator

polynomial (m < n), and s is the complex frequency variable.

The denominator Q,(s) of the transfer function of the filter is a linear phase polynomial

ofdegree r, which is generated by the following recunence relation [24]:
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0r (s) = s+ t

Q2ß) = "'* 3" + 3

e,*/s) = (2n+ I)e,(s¡+s2g,,_r1s),

Equivalently, the coefrcients of the polynomial p,,(s) =

form by /n\. lt')
"r: 

Ti)

e,,G) = $. 
(n*¿)t""-o

' 
o7ntrtln - tc¡tz.

t1

k=0

2,3,... (4-8)

b¡sn- 
k 

are glven in closed

(4-e)

(4- l0)

2k
H

Derivation of the above relations is based directly on phase linearity, more details can be

found in Appendix 44.

A polynomial which is derived for maximally flat delay, is expressed as [25]:

Any one of(4-8), (4-9), and (4-10) can be used for a linear phase, constant delay polyno-

mial, and each polynomial produces a unity nominal delay which can be changed through

frequency scaling.

To approximate the causal raised-cosine pulse shown in Fig. 4.1 and produce a pulse

with even symmetry a linear phase polynomial p,,(s), as given by (4-8) is used in the

denominator of a hansfer function with a unity numerator poll'nomial (P,,,(s) = I ).

The time response of such a transfer function is shown in Fig. 4.5 for n = 7 , 8, and 9,

where n is the degree of the denominator polynomial.
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0 0.5 1 1.5
t

Fig. 4.5 Linear phase time response

g
o

23

Fig.4.6 Attenuation and delay frequency response

246A
trequency (Hz)

b

- - n=8

lrequency (Hz)
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The pulse represented by this time response is essentially contained within the main

lobe (t e [0,2] ), and will be refened to as the causal real syrnmetric (CRS) pulse. This

pulse becomes nar¡ower with increased order ¡¡ .

The attenuation and delay response are shown in Fig. 4.6a and Fig. 4.6b, respectively.

The delay response is solely determined by the denominator polynomial, the flat part of

the delay response is unity and extends over a wider frequency range for increased order

¿. In fact, all responses are determined by the denominator polynomial in case of a unity

numerator polynomial.

The attenuation response ofFig. 4.6a has no pronounced stopband edge, it can be

made to approximate the causal raised-cosine attenuation response by equivalently

approximating the ideal attenuation response of the raised-cosine pulse by using a numer-

ator polynomial which has finite transmission zero pairs at ljkn, k = 2,3,4,...,m , as

indicated by Fig. 4.4. Note that f¿ = I in this case and for a rational transfer function II,

the integer m safisfres ,n < n .
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4.5 Rational f,'unction Approximation of The Causal Raised-Cosine
Pulse with Transmission Zeros

The next step is to include transmission zeros in the numerator of the hansfer function,

and the filter tansfer function (4-7) becomes

(4-11)

where m is the degree of the numerator polynomial, necessarily even, n is the degree of

the denominator polynomial (m < n), K is a real constant, jcoo are imaginary zeros and

p¿ are the poles in the left-half s-plane, and s is the complex frequency variable.

The transfer function of the filter is developed with imaginary zeros, enabling filter imple-

mentation in terms of ladder LC networks, with high stopband attenuation and low com-

ponent sensitivity. Moreove¡ LC ladder network models hanslate to active models, so are

useful prototypes for active filters as well as for Wave Digital filters.

To approximate the ideal raised-cosine attenuation response shown in Fig. 4.4 one

transmission zero pair at r.j2n is added to the numerator of the transfer fi¡nction of the

previous section, but this does not produce an impulse response with good symrnetry, so a

second pair is added at tj3n. The resulting attenuation and time response are shown in

Fig. 4,7, and Fig. 4.8, respectively. Observe the symmetry of the resulting response, an

essential feature ifthis response is to be considered as the ouþut of the transmit filter and

the input pulse for the receive filter. Adding a third pair at tj4æ produces a less symmet-

ric impulse response, with unacceptable behaviour at t = 0 for n = 7 .

ã(") = ffi = rffi,a' * øo')t fi,{, - t,,)
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o
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0 0.5 I 1.5 2 2.5 3
frâquency (Hz)

Fig. 4.7 Linear phase approximation to the raised-cosine:
attenuation response

Fig. 4.8 Linear phase approximation to the raised-cosine:
impulse response
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The zeros and poles ofthe resulting transfer function are given in Table 4 .l for n:'l, B

and 9. For 0 dB at / = 0, the constant factor is K= 38.5359 for n='l,IG 578.0390 for

n =8, and K= 9826.6624 for n =9.

Tabie 4.1 : Zeros and poles offilter hansfer function

Zercs Poles, n=7 Poles, n=8 Poles, n:9

lj2ß -2.68s7 lj s.4207 -2.8390 tj 63s39 -2.9793 lj7.291s

tj3n -4.0701 tj3.5172 -4.3683!j 4.4144 -4.6384 tj s.3t73

-4.7s83 lj 1.7393 -s.2048 tj2.6162 -5.6044 lj3.4982

-4.9718 -s.s879 lj8676 -6.1294 lj 1.'1378

-6.2970

The output pulse of the transmit filter is the pulse going into the channel or the trans-

mitted pulse and it could be any of the pulses shown in Fig. 4.8. However, the pulse with

n = 9 is used in the following discussion of the hansmit and receive matched filter pair.

The output of the receive filter is the pulse response of the receive filter to the transmitted

pulse. Equivalently, the output ofthe receive filter can be obtained as the impulse response

ofthe cascade of two identical filters, the hansmit filter and the receive filter. The overall

hansfer function has double the transmission zero pairs, as well as double the poles of the

transmit filter. The resulting attenuation response is shown in Fig. 4.9 which indicates that

the cascade of the transmit filter and the receive filter achieve a minimum stopband attenu-

ation of 66 dB.
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Fig, 4.10 Delay response corresponding to n= 9

frequency (Hz)

Fig. 4.9 Attenuation response coffesponding to n= 9
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The resulting delay response is shown in Fig. 4.10; the nominal unity delay curve is for

the transfer function before scaling. To sample the output pulse of the receive filter every

T = 1 , the transfer function is scaled by a factor of 2 generating a nâffower tfansmitted

pulse which corresponds to the lower delay curve with a flat part of 0.5 (dashed line). The

solid curve represents the total delay of the system, which is flat for twice the range of the

nominal curve. The output pulse of the receive filter is shown in Fig. 4.1 I ; it is the impulse

response of the cascade ofthe transmit and receive filters.

0 0.5 1 1.5
t

Fig. 4.11 Receive filter output pulse, n=9

Symmetry of the hansmitted pulse is important for the validity of the foregoing

design, and as Fig. 4.8 indicates, the linear phase design generates a pulse with good sym-

metry. However, immunity of the receive filter output pulse to timing jitter is ultimately

important. Since the hansmit and receive filters are identical, the receive filter output pulse

is the convolution ofthe transmitted pulse with itself. The received pulse is flatter than the

hansmitted pulse with negligibly small amplitude at and near the end points, ¡ = 0 and
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t : 2T . This improves jitter performance. The sampling error is less than 6x 10-6 for;it-

ter levels \p to 20yo of the sampling period Z. Note that the sampling er¡o¡ for the raised-

cosine spectrum pulse reaches 0.01548 for the same jitter levels. Frequency scaling has no

effect on pulse symmetry or jitter performance.

4.6 Conclusions

1) Real symmetric pulse transmission under a linear phase condition is presented; it is

shown that if a causal real symmetric pulse (such as the time-domain raised-cosine pulse)

is the input to the channel, it will be matched to a receive filter which is identical to the

hansmit filter.

2) Linear phase is necessary and sufficient for the impulse response å ( l) to be symmetric.

A transfer function with a linear phase denominator polynomial, and jo-axis hansmis-

sion zeros is used to approximate the time-domain raised-cosine pulse.

3) The linear phase denominator polynomial generates a pulse with good symmetry which

is essentially contained within the main lobe (r e [0,2] ).

4) Even pulse symmetry, and conjugate transmission zero pairs lead to a linear phase pulse

shaping filter which is its own match. It can perform both tasks of transmit and receive

filte¡ which can be advantageous in situations where the transmitter and receiver are at the

same physical location.

5) A 9th order transmit and the receive matched filter combination achieve a minimum

stopband attenuation of66 dB. Performance ofthe received pulse in the presence ofjitter

is quite satisfactory and the sampling effor is virtually zero.
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Chapter 5

Causal Real Symmetric Nyquist Pulse Design

The linear phase design method used to generate the causal real symmetric Nyquist

pulse of Chapter 4 is discussed further. The maximum number of transmission zero pairs

which guarantees zero pulse amplitude at t = 0 is derived in terms ofthe filter order n.

Various design aspects are thoroughly investigated, using the leashmean-square (LMS)

timing enor and the jitter performance of the pulse as figures of merit. A pulse symmetry

factor is also defined and use.d. Practical design examples show that the generated pulse

has negligible energy outside the mainlobe and better jitter performance than the LMS

pulse as well as the raised-cosine spectrum pulse. A transfer function realization as a lad-

der LC network is given. An algorithm for placing the zeros of the numerator to produce

an attenuation ¡esponse of arbihary shape is described and an example is given. The

design method is flexible, robust, and produces practical filters.
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5.1 Introduction

The triangular rolloff spectrum (Sect. 3.2) and the spectrum corresponding to the opti-

mum pulse (Sect. 2.4) are theoretical results that cannot be produced exactly in practice as

practical filters do not have infinite attenuation over the entire stopband, and the filter nec-

essarily cannot be strictly bandlimited. A practical pulse design has been discussed in

Chapter 3 for the triangular pulse using a design method from the literature. It was then

noted that the design method does not produce close approximation to the ideal triangular

pulse, and that the side lobes of the resulting pulse must be fuÍher attenuated to improve

jitter performance.

An altemative approach uses a linear phase design to generate a Nyquist pulse with

extremely reduced sidelobes, which improves the jitter perform ance [26]. The resulting

pulse is offinite duration and its energy is essentially contained within the main lobe.

A design method based on linear phase has been inhoduced in Chapter 4 where it was

used to approximate the time-domain raised-cosine pulse. The linear phase design is

investigated further in this chapter, and some special cases are discussed. The transmis-

sion zero pairs used in the linear phase designs presented in Chapter 4 were integer multi-

ples of ru . These will be adjusted for higher attenuation and better pulse symmetry.

The parameters affecting the design are discussed in detail in Sect. 5,2 where a symmetry

factor is introduced to quantifu pulse syrnmetry. Pulse design examples are presented in

Sect. 5.3, where the LMS timing enor expression of Chapter 2 is used to evaluate the per-

formance ofthe resulting pulse. The performance of the resulting pulse in the presence of
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timing jitter is compared to that ofthe raised-cosine spectrum pulse, the triangular pulse

and the LMS optimum pulse. Unlike the transmit fiiter design discussed in Sect 4,5, the

linear phase denominator polynomial is not scaled. The delay is 7 = 1 in this case, and

the pulse duration is 2T . An LC pulse shaping ladder network realization is given in Sect.

5.4. In Sect. 5.5, an algorithm for placing the zeros ofthe numerator is described, and used

to produce an attenuation response example of arbitrary shape.

The conclusions are presented in Sect. 5.6.
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5.2Ltnear Phase Design of the Nyquist Pulse

The transfer function of the filter is given by (4-11), and is repeated here for convenience:

(5-1)

where m is the degree of the numerator poll'n omtal, n is the degree of the denominator

polynomial (m < n), K is a real constant, the transmission zero pairs are tjcuo and the

degree of the numerator polynomial ¡n is an even integer in this case. The pn are the poles

in the left-half s-plane, and s is the complex frequency variable.

The denominator of the transfer function (5-1) is a linear phase polynomial given by (4-8)

or (4-9), or equivalently a maximally flat delay polynomial given by (4-10).

The filter has linear phase and maximally flat delay, and its time response is causal, real

and symmetric and will be referred to as the causal real symmetdc (CRS) pulse.

We are interested in filter design with a low o¡der which can be implemented with few

elements leading to a compact design. Ideally, the desired pulse shape is contained within

the main lobe and has zero value at the end points t = 0 aîd t = T .

The objective is two fold:

1) To generate a practical pulse which is essentially contained within the main lobe

and with negligibly small amplitude at and near the end points.

2) To achieve maximum attenuation in the stopband using the least filter order n .

The time domain part of the above objective is motivated by the desire to have a pulse with

better performance in the presence ofjitter than the raised-cosine spectrum pulse (the

standard raised-cosine pulse).

¡i(") : ffi = r'fr,G' * ro')rfi,{, - oo)
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The design figures of merit are the LMS timing error and the jitter performance of the

pulse, relative to that of the raised-cosine spectrum pulse with a rolloff factor cx = l The

LMS timing error for the raised-cosine spectrum pulse is expressed in terms of the rolloff

factor c[, in (2-25), and jitter was discussed in Sect. 3,2. As the linear phase filter is

expressed in terms ofthe poles and zeros of its transfer function, we do not have an analyt-

ical expression for the LMS rolloff function QU) that can be used to derive the expres-

sions of the LMS enors corresponding to the CRS pulse. However, an array ofvalues for

the rollofffunction can be defined for any value of the ¡ollofffactor cr by the relation

QU): lH(j2nf)|, t/2r < f < (1 + ù/2r . (s-2)

wherc lnQZnf)l is the magnitude function of the linear phase filter, The LMS timing

error can then be calculated for the CRS pulse using the integral relation (2-20).

For the second figure of merit, timing jitter is simulated as a small timing offset and the

extreme value that the residual ISI can assume is calculated for the CRS pulse and the

raised-cosine spectrum pulse with ø : 1 using (3-3).

The importance of symmetry of the transmitted pulse fo¡ the validity of the foregoing

design was stated in Sect. 4.5, but rras not quantitatively developed. To quantiff symmetry

ofthe impulse response for various filter orders, a symmetry factor is calculated according

to the formula:
I N/21

symmetry Factor = \ lnVO-nltt-k+r)l/lh(k)+h(N-k+ t)l (s-3)

where ly' is the number of impulse response samples. The symmetry factor is ideally zero,

but is a positive number for a practical pulse.
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As an initial investigation, linear phase filters ofvarious orders (3 to l2) are designed

according to (5-1), using a linear phase polynomial (4-8), or (a-9) for the denominator of

the transfer function, and a pair of transmission zeros al f = 1 for the numerator (one

transmission zero pair at !j2n conesponding to a rolloff factor cr = 1 ). It is found that

an order 7 fiiter is the least order filter which generates an acceptable pulse that outper-

forms the raised-cosine speckum pulse in terms ofjitter and the LMS eno¡s.

Lower order filters allow for transmission zeros at infinity (1 to 4 for filter orders 3 to 6,

respectively) but do not generate an acceptable pulse orjitter performance. The simulation

result for filters of order 7, 8, 9, and 10 is summarized in Table 5. l, where the last two

rows show the LMS timing error and the jitter performance for cr = 1 and jitter:0.27.

Besides the filter order z and minimum stopband attenuation 1", other quantities ofinter-

est for the CRS pulse design are delay droop (decline from unity) at ,f = t and band-

width with flat delay response. Both are determined by the linear phase denominator

polynomial and its order ¿. Simulations are carried out with an actual accuracy of only 4

digits beyond the decimal point. From Table 5.1 the following can be observed:

1) The delay response which depends only on the denominator polynomial improves

with higher order z and the flat part extends over a wider ûequency range (first two

rows of Table 5.1).

2) The LMS timing enor generally improves with higher order n , however the mini-

mum attenuation l" does not.

3) The pulse shape improves with increased number of hansmission zeros at infinity

which occurs with increased order r, ; but this situation is no longer true for n > 9 indi-
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cating that there is a relation between the number of finite transmission zeros and the

number of transmission ze¡os at infinit¡ in the sense that the latter cannot be increased

while keeping the former constant without adverse effect on the pulse shape.

Higher order filters (with one pai¡ of transmission zeros) allow more transmission zeros at

infinity but generate an unacceptable pulse shape and low values for l" .

Higher order filters, n =9 to 15, were investigated using an additional pair of hansmission

zeros al !j4n, and it was concluded that thejitter performance is best at n =9.

Filter design for higher order would produce a flat delay over a wider frequency range due

to a higher degree linear phase denominator polynomial, and higher stopband attenuation

as there would be more tÍansmission zeros, however, we are interested in filter design with

a low orde¡ n .

Table 5.1: Linear phase design quantities

Order n 7 8 9 10

Delay droop at f : I 0. i930 0.06486 0.01413 0.002 r 9

BW at l% delay droop (Hz) 0.7010 0.8364 0.9718 1.115

Attenuation at 1%o delay droop (dB) 12.96 19.22 35.59 24.68

Minimum attenuation l" (dB) 31 .06 27.46 24.01 2t.05

Frequency at A" (Hz) 1.243 1.243 1.2s9 1.298

Symmetry factor 1.555 1.803 1.827 t.737

Relative LMS timing error 0.5695 0.2329 0.12"18 0.t466

Relative j itter performance 0.3284 0.09266 0.02519 0.02690
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The CRS pulse design is based on the following observations:

1) The denominator of the hansfer function ofthe filter which is a linear phase polyno-

mial solely determines the pulse shape if the numerator is 1, i. e., there are no finite

transmission zeros.

2) Finite transmission zeros -in conjugate imaginary pairs- are required to boost the

attenuation at the beginning of the stopband, but once added to the numerator polyno-

mial they can have an adverse effect on the pulse shape.

3) Transmission zeros are needed at infinity to improve the pulse shape.

This means that there is a minimum order n below which the pulse shape is not accepta-

ble. This is best approached through establishing a relation between the filter order r and

the number offinite transmission zero pairs m/2,which gtarantees a zero value for the

pulseat I = 0.

The condition that m < n , although necessary is not sufficient to guarantee an

impulse response with good symmetry.

The number offinite transmission zero pairs m/2 allowed for a given filter order ¡.¡ canbe

derived from the requirement that the pulse amplitude is zero at t = 0.

This is done by use of the initial value theorem:

+h(0)= lims/1(s)
,r-)ø

+
Therefore, h(0 ) = 0 ifand only if lim sIl(s) : 0, i,e. a rational function

P", (s)
,F1ls) = i" must have deEee of P,, S degee of Q,,- 2 .

Q,,ß)
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If the degree of Q,, = n, and the degree of P,, = 2v (v tuansmission zero pairs on the

jro -axis), then n-3
2 , n-odd

n-2
2 , n-even

v< (s-4)

For example, the number of transmission zero pairs, given n = 7 , canno| exceed 2.

In terms of the figures of merit listed in the last 3 rows of Table 5.1, best pulse symmetry is

attained when n = 7, however, when n = 9 thepulse is nanower and has the bestjitter

performance. It also has the lowest LMS errors as a received pulse.

5.3 Linear Phase Design Examples

A transfer function is constructed using a 7th degree linear phase polynomial for the

denominator and two pairs offinite hansmission zeros which, according to (5-4), is the

maximum number of finite hansmission zero-pairs for n= 7. Starting with a set of trans-

mission zero pairs at tj2n and tj4n, the transmission zeros are adjusted such that the

pulse amplitude al î = 2T is reduced. The zeros and poles of the resulting transfer fi¡nc-

tion are given in Table 5.2, and for0 dB at f = 0, the constant factor is K= 15.8171.

The resulting attenuation response is shown in Fig. 5.1; the corresponding pulse and the

LMS timing optimum pulse are shown in Fig. 5.2. This set achieves a minimum stopband

att€nuation of 37.6 dB (column 2, Table 5.4).
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Llr

Fig. 5.2 Time response (7th order)
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Table 5.2: Zeros and poles of a 7th order linear phase filter

Zeros Poles

tj 6.682s -2.68s7 lj 5.420',7

rj i3.8319 -4.0701 lj3.st72

-4.7s83 lj 1.7393

-4.9718

Fig.5.3 Delay response
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Further improvement is possible by aiiowing more transmission zeros at infinity, an

extra pair of transmission zeros is added at infinity by increasing the order n to 9.

The improvement is demonstrated through the following two cases:

Case A: Usng a 9th degree linear phase polynomial for the denominator and two

pairs of finite hansmission zeros at tj2n and tj4ri , the position of the second pair is

adjusted for reduced pulse amplitude at t = 2T to lj 14.7455. The resulting transfer

function zeros and poles are as given in Table 5.3 (columns l, 2), with a constant factor K:

4014.4611. The delay response of the 7th and 9th order filters is shown on Fig. 5.3.The

attenuation response and the corresponding pulse are shown in dashed line in Fig. 5.4, and

Fig. 5.5, respectively.

Cøse B: Adjusting the position ofboth transmission ze¡o pairs, the resulting set is

lj 6.6825 and 1j 13.8319, and the constant factor K= 4033.3546. l" exceeds 30 dB and

the corresponding pulse achieves better jitter performance than that of the raised-cosine

spectrum pulse and the LMS optimum pulse. The attenuation response is shown in Fig.

5.4, and the coffesponding pulse is shown in Fig. 5.5, in solid line. The pole-zero descrip-

tion of this case is given in Table 5.3 (columns 2, 3), and performance ofboth cases is also

summarized in Table 5.4 (columns 3 and 4).
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't23456
frequency (Hz)

Fig.5.4 Attenuation response (9th order)

t/T
Fig. 5.5 Time response (9th order)
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Table 5.3: Zeros and poles of a 9th order linear phase filter

Case A Case B

Zercs Poles Zetos

lj 6.2832 -2.9793 tj7.2915 lj 6.682s

lj l4.74ss -4.6384 lj 5.3173 1j 13.8319

-s.6044 lj3.4982

-6.1294 lj 1.73'.78

-6.2970

Table 5.4: Design examples performance summary

Order n 7 9

Case A B

Minimum attenuation l" (dB) 37.6 26.9 30.7

Relative LMS timing enor 0.5214 0.2297 0.0760

Relative Jitter performance 0.6210 0.1814 0. 1549
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Using 100% excess bandwidth indicated by a rolloff factor o = 1, the performance

of the CRS pulse of Fig. 5.5 (Case B) in the presence ofjitter is compared to the theoreti-

cai performance of the hiangular pulse and the raised-cosine pulse spectrum for jitter lev-

els up to 20Yo of the sampling period Z is shown in Fig. 5.6. Since exact mathematical

expressions are used to tepresent the raised-cosine spectrum pulse and the triangular

pulse, the upper two curves shown on Fig. 5.6 represent the best possible performance for

these two pulses, i.e. lower bounds on the sampling enor. Superior performance of the

CRS pulse is demonshated.

A detailed discussion ofthe use ofthe triangular function as target for filter design, and jit-

ter performance of the resulting pulse is given in Chapter 3.

Fig. 5.6 Performance in the presence ofjitter

o
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5.4 Pulse Shaping Network

LC networks exhibit low component sensitivity, and ladder networks are used as pro-

totypes for active filters as well as Wave Digital filters [27]. It is therefore useful to realize

the transfer function as a ladder LC network, terminated in 1-Ohm resistors.

The driving point admittance is

u - E-ht - r*,
(5-5)

where g and h are the scattering polynomials defined in the Belevitch representation of

the network scattering parameters [28]. We have the zeros and poles of the transfer func-

tion which determine the scattering polynomials / and g up to a constant. Using the Feldf

keller Equation we can determine h from f and g .

The synthesis algorithm removes sections one at a time to realize the hansmission zeros.

Partial removal ofpoles at infinity from the admittance (realizing a shunt capacitance) is

required to enable the realization of finite transmission zeros, which are realized first. The

partial removal of a pole at infinity from the admittance is done in such a way that the

remaining impedance has a pole at one ofthe transmission zeros. This pole is then realized

as a parallel LC section. Once all finite hansmission zeros have been realized, the trans-

mission zeros at infinity are removed by altemately removing poles at infinity from the

admittance (realizing a capacitance) and from the impedance (realizing an inductance).

The number of reactive elements = m/2 + n . A complete account of this algorithm can

be found in [29]. The scattering polynomials .f , g, and å, conesponding to the 9th order

pulse shaping network are given in Table 5.5. The corresponding ladder circuit realization

is shown in Fig. 5.7.
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Table 5.5: Scattering polynomials

_f h

4033.3546 1.0000 -1.0000

lj 6.682s -2.9793 tj7.29ts -4.338i rj5.6169

tj 13.8319 -4.6384 lj s.31'13 -6.2954 tj 4.3598

-s.6044 lj3.4982 -2.9701 lj7.2658

-6.1294 lj 1.7378 -'7.8272 lj 1.6394

-6.2970 -0.0004536

272.39 mH l'72.90 rnfl

30.23 m¡'

157.56 ml

Fig. 5.7 LC ladder realization of a gth order linear phase transfer ñ¡nction
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5.5 Equirippte Attenuation Response for the Linear Phase Design

The hansmission zeros can be chosen to give an equiripple attenuation a(ro) in the

stopband [24]. T\e attenuation is given by 
nt/2

a(ø) = -20tosl¡r(,rco)l = -zofr"etrt *!'roglr'-ro'l -.rlO,U.ll] (s-6)

do(o) is specified for the ûequency domain in the stopband co" < or < "" in the form ofa

piece-wise linear curve. The initial values ofthe hansmission zeros (attenuation poles) are

placed in the stopband, and the minima of ø(or) - ao(a) are calculated using the initial

values of the parameters K and oo. Equation(5-6) contains m/2 + I free parameters. An

additional free parameter M canbe assigned a fixed value from the attenuation specifica-

tion in the stopband to be used as reference attenuation level in the stopband. The parame-

ters K and o¿ are to be determined.

To analyze the variation of the attenuation function a(o) w.r.t. variation at the mini-

mum points, Equation (5-6) is rewritten using the natural logarithm:

(s-7)

K in the first term is chosen so that the magnitude of the transfer function is unity at

r¡ = 0; the second term, where cornplex conjugate values have been paired, is deter-

mined by the points of minima; the last term is fixed.

It is required that the attenuation at all minimum points in the stopband satisfii the relation

"(.) = -#)[,",u, *'i' r'lro' - o,fl - hlø,(io,)l]

"r^,r*f ,*oa(co,)Ároo 
= aoßùi)+M

IJ

(5-8)
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This relation is obtained through linearization of the attenuation at the current approxi-

mate value of the parameters coo and its variation at the minimum points co, of

a(ø) - ao(a). Equation (5-8) expresses the requirement that the approximation of the

attenuation function at the minimum points agrees with the specification 4,(cù) , to within

an additive constant M.

A total of m/2 + I linear equations are obtained for the m/2 + 1 variables Ltr¡.o and M .

Evaluating the attenuation function at the m/2 minimum points ro, and at the band edge

co" produces a set of m/2 + 1 linear equations l¡ = å where

A¡t, = (s-e)

-l

u*Ào,',1. 
=.,

and

4,, 20 2at
ðrr1atrol 

= iilrq',_*,

b, = -(a(ø¡)-ao(,o¡)), í= 1,2,...,m/2+1

xo= Ltù¡, k= 1,2,...,m/2; xm/2+t= M

The new co¿, (ù¿ : ú)& + 
^o)¿ 

.

The linear system ofequations is solved, and the determined conection values are added

to the corresponding initial values, possibly after multiplication by a positive step size fac-

tor <1 so thatthe norm of a(co)-ør(co) does not increase at any step.
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Improved values for the approximation parameters are obtained, and thereby an improved

attenuation function. This process is repeated until a predetermined tolerance requirement

is satisfied. A more general form ofthis procedure for determining the transmission zeros

for equiripple attenuation response can be found in [24].

A transfer function is conskucted using a 9th order linear phase polynomial for the

denominator and the method described above for selecting the hansmission zeros.

The resulting hansfer function is given in pole-zero form by the zeros and the poles listed

in Table 5.6 (columns 1, and 2). For 0 dB at o = 0 , the constant factor is K = 0.04280.

The resulting attenuation response is shown in Fig. 5.8 (solid line); the dotted line depicts

the specification for the attenuation: Ap = 0,01 for f <0.9/ß, A,:40 dB at

"f =f"= l,and66 dB forf>4.

d]Þ
co
(ú
fc
0)

Fig. 5.8 Attenuation response
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Table 5.6: Zeros and poles of the equiripple attenuation response design example

Zeros Poles

lj 6.s942 -2.9793 !.j7.2915

rj 8.8067 -4.6384 lj s.3173

lj ts.4s93 -5.6044 lj3.4982

tj31.6028 -6.1294 lj t.7378

-6.2970

5.6 Conclusions

To improve performance in the presence ofjitter the sidelobes of the pulse must be

attenuated; the linear phase design produces pulses with ex&emely reduced side lobes so

that the pulse energy is essentially packed within the mainlobe.

Performance ofthe CRS pulse in the presence ofjitter is found to be superior to that ofthe

triangular pulse and the raised-cosine pulse, it also ouþerforms the LMS optimum pulse

in some cases, e,g. Case B of Sect, 5.3.

The linear phase design represents an alternative method to generate the Nyquist pulse

using realizable filters with purely imaginary hansmission zeros enabling filter implemen-

tation in terms ofladder LC networks which have low component sensitivity.

It is flexible, intuitive, and robust, it does not suffer any numerical instabilities which some

other design methods are vulnerable to.
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It was noted in Chapter 3 that the potential jitter performance demonstrated by the

ideal triangular pulse in Fig. 3.2 is not achieved by the practical triangular pulsejitter per-

formance as shown in Fig. 3.6. In addition to having superior jitter performance to the

raised-cosine pulse, the CRS pulse can be designed to surpass the ideal performance ofthe

triangular pulse and the optimum pulse with a rollofffactor cx, = l
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Chapter 6

Digital Transmit and Receive Linear Phase Matched tr'ilters

The relation between the causal real symmetric pulse and the linear phase characteris-

tic is formally proved; it is shown that linear phase is necessary and sufficient condition

for symmetric unit-sample response. The causal real symmetric pulse treatment which was

presented in Chapter 4 in the continuous time domain, is extended here to the discrete time

domain and the discrete-time raised-cosine pulse. Real symmetric pulse transmission

under a linear phase condition leads to a linear phase pulse shaping filter which is its own

match. The transmission zeros of the discrete-time raised-cosine pulse are finite. Conse-

quently the transfer fi.rnction ofthe shaping filter is no longer an approximation, but is

exactly obtained f¡om the z-hansform of the pulse, and the discrete-time delayed raised-

cosine is perfectly reconstructed as the unit-sample response of the filter. FIR filters for

various values of the delay parameter are described.
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6.1 Introduction

The causal real symmetric pulse treatment which was ptesented in Chapter 4 in the

continuous time domain, is extended here to the discrete time domain.

The relation between the causal real symmetric pulse and the linear phase characteristic is

formally proven in the discrete time domain; it is shown that linear phase is necessary and

sufficient condition for symmetric unit sample response.

The discrete-time delayed raised-cosine pulse is analyzed in Sect. 6.3. Its frequency

response is derived with the delay as a parameter. Unlike the continuous-time raised-

cosine pulse, the discrete-time delayed raised-cosine pulse has a finite number of transmis-

sion zero pairs and thus can be perfectly reconstructed as the unit-sample response of the

filter. The z-transform is also derived leading to an FIR filter design. The digital filter

design is discussed in Sect. 6.4 where FIR transfer function examples are given for various

orders and delay values.
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6.2 Discrete-Time Causal Real Symmetric Unit-Sample Response
and Linear Phase

Similar to the discussion of the raised-cosine pulse in the context of matched filte¡

design in Chapfer 4, the motivation for considering a discrete-time version of the raised-

cosine pulse is based on the fact that ifthis delayed, discrete-time, and symmetric pulse is

generated by the shaping filter at the transmitter, the delayed discrete-time raised-cosine

pulse will be matched to a receive filter which is identical to the transmit filter.

Causal real symmetric unit-sample response leads to a receive filter which is identical to

the transmit filter (both are digital), and is equivalent to a linear phase response as proved

by the following theorem.

THEOREM 6.1:

The real unit-sample response sequence å[n] is symmetric if and only if the phase is

linear.

Fig.6.la

0 ,d

Real s1'rnmetric Pulse

0 l, 2tt,aa

Fig. 6.lb Real delayed symmetric pulse

hln + n¿l hînl



Proof:

The discrete-time Fourier transform (DTFT) ofa real sequence å[n ] is[30]

Hçei@¡= \h¡n1 "-i'^
n=4

Replacing nby n*no

He^) = \ n¡r+ no1 e-ia(,,+no)

Even symmetry of h[nl about n, implies h[n + n¿) = hÍ- n + no,] , it follows that

HTeta¡ : 
"-tauo L ne, + ndl e-ja"

ll =-Ø

Let m = - n * no,then

HTera¡ = 
"-lzana \ h¡m1 d"^

¡t=-æ

HTeia¡ = e-i2otl¿ H(e-in)

ZH(da) = -2an¿+ laç-ia'

Since ZH(e-ia) = -ZH(¿a) for real signals, it follows that

zHçei@¡ = -nd@' (6-1)

Thus, linear phase is necessary fo¡ an even symmetric unit-sample response å[z] .
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To prove the sufficiency condition, assume a linear phase:

ZHë\:-n¡o, nd>0,

then

H (ei @ 

) = | 
u @ ^ )l zn @i' ): ln pi' ¡l "-i 

" 
o'

It is required to show that the real unit-sample response å [n] is symmetric, that is

hln+n¿) = hf-n+n¿).

The unit-sample response can be expressed in terms ofthe inverse discrete-time Fourier

transform (IDTFT) relation:

nH = Ll uGi') i'" da
",río

The integrand is periodic with p et',od 2n, and the integration is over an interval oflength

2n. Replacing nby n+no

hln+n¿) = *,1 ,t"t'l eio(n+nì do
2r.

= å llrtt""ll"-iano "t@Ø+'à 
d,

2Í

= jJln<"i'll"i^u da
2Í

since lH(e/')l = l"{"-"r1 for reai signals, then

hln+n¿J = *lllk-i,)l¿,, do)
2fi

= *J-1""-t^)lei@"0 eia(n 
- nù 

da'
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hln + n¿) = *,1 ,n-t', 
"ia(n 

- nù 
o^

2fi

and replacing co by -co

hln + n¿J = *,1 ,tr,'¡ ei@ç 
+ nì 

d@ : hl- n + n¿J

2t

Thus it is proven that h[nl is symmetric about nr, and therefore linear phase is necessary

and sufficient for the unit-sample response hlnl tobe symmetric. c

6.3 The Discrete-Time Raised-cosine Pulse

Sampling the time-domain raised-cosine pulse (4-3) is achieved by replacing t by nT 
"

and t, by n¿T 
" 

, where Z" is the sampling interval.

The discrete time-domain raised-cosine pulse is given by

(t

p,."lnl = ))(1+ 
cos(nn/nù) lnl<n¿

I O otherwise
(6-2)

where no is the point of even symmetry, or discrete delay of the discrete-time pulse.

This pulse is shown in_Fig. 6.lawilh p,."lnJ = hln + n¿7, and will be refened to as the

discrete-time raised-cosine pulse.
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If delayed by n¿, this pulse has even synmetry abo:ut nd and is contained within the main

lobel0, 2n¿), as shown in Fig. 6.lb, lhrssby Theorem ó.1, this delayed version has a lin-

eai phase or equivalently a constant delay nd.

n
-nd 0 nd

Fig. 6.2 The discrete-time raised-cosine pulse

The spectrum conesponding to the discrete-time raised-cosine pulse with unity maxi-

mum amplitude can be obtained from the DTFT as

(6-3)

where ro = 2nf ,md: nd+ 1/2, n¿ is the discrete delay, and the number of samples

per pulse is 2no+ 1 , which includes two zero samples. The frequency domain representa-

tion ofthe discrete-time raised-cosine pulse given by (6-3) wilh no = 4 has infinite atten-

uation at fractional multiples of æ starting at n/2 , specifrcally at f = 0.25 , 0.37 5, 0.5

as indicated by Fig. 6.3 which shows the ideal attenuation response of the discrete-time

1 sin (olz¿) , 1 sin(a - n/ nàmd . 1 sin(a + n/ nàmd
r rc\J ) - r si"(o)A - 4@ d)- 4 sin(o)/ 2 + línu)

hfn + n¿l
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raised-cosine pulse (with 8 samples/pulse) versus ûequency /. Equivalently, the transmis-

sion zero pairs are @ : !j1t/2, tj3n/ 4, !jn, for n¿ = 4 .

írequency (Hz)

Fig. 6.3 Attenuation resp-onse of the ideal discrete-time
raised-cosine pulse, n¿ = 4

Further investigation ofthe spectrum in (6-3), with respect to the parameter n, reveals the

following relation for the positions of the zeros:

f =k/2n¿, k:2,3,...,n¿ (6-4)

The highest zero is always af f = 0.5 , of which there is a pair.

Unlike the analog case where the number of transmission zeros is infinite, the spectrum of

the discrete-time raised-cosine pulse has only a finite number of transmission zeros.

Therefore it can be exactly reconstructed.

dìc
c
,e
tú
J
_g
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The raised-cosine pulse given by (6-2) when delayed by n, becomes

P,,ol'n): )0-cos{nntn¿)), 03n<2no (6-5)

The conesponding z-transform can be obtained as follows:

Z{p,,olnJ} = P,olzl = \ n,,olnJ ln
2no "=-€

Z{p,olnl} = > *,t -cos(nn/n¿)) z-'
¡=0

2n¿

Z{p,,o1n)} = L )t 
-')" -){r-t "i""0¡' -lllt "-iÑ/nar'tr¡=0

..r- f ,-1\ - 1l-(z-1)2"*l I I - 7z-l 
"in/nor2uo+ 

I 
1l - 7z-l 

"-itc/nar2ua+ 

t

zlP,,,Lnlj : ;-- r _-l 4 -l jß/ ¿ 4 -l -jÍ/ùdr-z t-z e l-z e

Manipulating the above, the following expression can be obtained:

l/. /n\\ ,'"0*'*r'no-,-,Z{p,,"lnJ} = ;i t -cosi: j j# (6-7)
""¿tt 2 " (z-l)(z'-2zcos(n/no)+ l)

The sequence given in (6-6), has zero terms ât n = 0, and n = 2no indicating a highest

degree of 2n o - 1 for the z-transform. The last two factors in the denominator of (6-7),

(z - l)(22 - 2zcos(n/ n¿) + 1 ) , cancel with equal factors from the numerator such that

the denominator is just 22"'- 
I 

; i.e., there are 2no - 1 poles atthe origin, consequently the

delay is flat at all frequencies.

In particular, the middle term in the last parenthesis in the denominator of(6-7) vanishes

when n ¿ = 2 , and further simplification reduces the z-transform expression to

z{p2ln1} = )t"*t)'t"t

(6-6)
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There are 3 poles at the origin, and 2 zeros on the unit circle at -1, indicating transmission

zero pairs at tjzr and this case is ofno interest.

Using n, : 3 , the ideal spectrum of (6-3) has zeros at / = 1/3, 1/2 , simplifring (6-7),

the z-transform is given by

z{P3lnJ} = !(z + 1)z Ql + z + t)

which has 4 zeros on the unit circle: 2 at 4, te 1f j ß),and 5 poles at the origin

resulting in a flat delay response of3.

From the above discussion, it can be seen that a (z + 1)2 factor is part of the numerator in

each case. Also, the denominator ofthe z-transform (6-7) can be redu cei to z2"o- 
| 

itl

every case. It is ofinterest to find an expression for the z-transform without the factors that

cancel out: the (z- 1) andthe (zz -2zcos(n/n¿)+ 1) factors. So a single zero at I anda

. !jÍ/ nd f---- ',
pair ofzeros at e " " = cos(n/n¿)lj l1 -(cos(n/no))' must be removed from the

denominator. It is straight forward to verifi tha I (z - l) , and (22 - 2z cos(n/ n¿) + 1) are

factors of the numerator polynomial. To do so, start with the numerator polynomial given

by (6-7) as

N(z) = z2"o+',*"',". -"- I (6-3)

Evaluating N (z) atz = 1,and2 = "!ir/'o 
produces zero value in each case.
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)
Moreover, .V(z) and :-,y' Q) both evaluate to zeÍo at -l indicating a double zero at -1, so

(z + 1 )2 is a factor of the .n/(z) (but not ofthe denominator).

It is convenient to express the z-transform without these common factors, which can

be achieved by starting with the original sequence. Rewriting (6-6) according to (6-7), and

cancelling out the common factors, the z-transform of the delayed raised-cosine pulse of

(6-5) can be written as:

2n¿- |

I tt- cos(kn/n¿)) 
"2na-t-kL= I

2n¿- |
z

z1p,,rlnl\ = )

It is useful to have the z-transform expressed in a product of factors form, which can be

done using the zeros given in (6-4) and listed in Table 6.1.

The number ofzeros and their positions is a function ofthe delay parameter no. However,

as shown above, there is always apair ofzeros alz : -l for any value of ,r¿,, which cor-

responds to the üansmission zero at (D = fi.

(6-e)

(6- 10)

n¿- |

(z+ 1)2 II (z-elikn/no,

Z { p,,o[n)] = K,----!=+,d_ t-

where the constant factor K, = )O - cos(n/n¿)).
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ehaoter 6 Disital Transmit and Receive Linear Phase Matched Filters

6.4 The Digital Filter Design

The transfer function of a filter of order r in the z-domain can be written as

ur-, -P^(") - u-, 
ttl 

'1

H(") = 7ffi = K¿"-ntfl (z-z¡)/ll{"-nt), Kz#o
k=l k=I

where m is the degee of the numerator polynomial, n is the degree of the denominator

polynomial, and z = 
""'',1h" 

zo are the zeros arrd the pk are the poles of the filter.

Specifrcally, ûom (6-10), the transfer function of the filter can be expressed as

n¿- I

k + D2 lI (z - eLikn/no,

.."_T;;t_
z

where the constant factor K, is as defined for (6- 10).

There are 2no-2 zeros on the unit circle, these are equivalent to jo-axis hansmission

zeros which produce maximum attenuation, and there are 2no- I poles at the origin

which result in a flat attenuation at all frequencies. The order ofthe filter is 2no- | .

(6- 12) can be written in terms of the unit delay z-l as:

,nd
H(z) = K¿-t n(1 - e-rrn"'o;t)

(6-11)

(6-12)

(6- 13)

The minimum number of samples per pulse which can be used without appreciable SNR

degradation at the detector is determined to be 8, which is also considered to be a good

compromise between good performance and low implementation complexity 131, 321.
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Substituting nd = 4 in (6-'1) and simplifying, the hansfer function is given by

HØ = t(r-11^15rþ+1)2(22+t)!22+þz+t) (6-t4)

There are 6 zeros on the unit circle: 2 at -1, and +at4lç1 t i ) , and ? poles at the
J2

origin, as shown in Fig. 6.4.

-t

-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1

Feal part

Fig. 6.4 Zeros and poles in the z-plane for the ideal
discrete-time ¡aised-cosine pulse, n¿ = 4
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The causal real symmehic pulse is generated as the unit-sample response of the linear

phase FIR frlter. In general, the output ofsuch a system can be expressed as:

Y(z) = H(z)x(z)
(N-t \

= I ). ¿tnl 
"-" lx1r¡

\,,:0 )
IV- I

= \ n¡n11"-"x1"¡¡
¡=0

taking the inverse hansform ofboth sides
iV- I

ylnl = 2 h[ml xln-m] (6-ts)
m=0

FIR filters can be implemented in a variety of altemative forms, which are theoretically

equivalent [33]. The direct-form realization follows directly from the convolutional sum

relationship (6-15), and corresponds to the most straight forward ordering ofthe additions

and multiplications implied by (6-15). Fig. 6.5 shows the signal flow graph for direchform

implementation of the linear phase filter with n¿ = 4 . The filter coefficients, which catr

be obtained from (6-9), are as follows

httl = hÍ71 : Q - J\/4, ht2l = hÍ61 : 1/2

ht3l = hlsl = Q+ Jr)/4, hl4l = |

-l -l -l -l -l -l -lzzzzzzz

vlnl

nl

htll ht2l ht3l ht4l ht5l ht6j htTl

Fig. 6.5 Signal flow graph for an FIR filter



The z-transform poles and zeros in each case are listed in Table 6.1, along with other

cases. As can be seen from Table 6.1, the higher the number of samples used, the higher is

the order of the filter and the narrower is the passband; the delay also increases with

increased number of samples. For example, to have the lowest pair oftransmission zetos at

f = 0.1 Hz, the number of samples mustbe20, leading to afilterorde¡of 19. The associ-

ated delay is 10 as listed on the last row of Table 6. 1.

Table 6.1 : Transfer function examples

Delay
Transmission

zeros (Hz)

z-domain

K" Zeros
No. of
poles

2 1/2 0.5000 -1 -l 3

3 1/3, l/2 0.2500
-"tj2n/3,-r,-l

5

4 t/4,3/8, t/2 0.14645 +¡, -"!i3n/a , -1, -1
7

5 13 21 0.09549 I
5' 10' 5'2

8 t32
8' 16'8'
5371
ß'8'ß',

0.03806 !.i0.25Í !i0.3'15Íe' ,e' ,x.1,
!i0.626Í ti0.75Íe' ,e -

1i 0.875ß
e - ,-1,-l

l5

10 t 3 25
rc'2¡'10'20'
3 7 4 91
10'20't0'20'2-

0.0244'7 tiO.2Í tiO.3î. xiO.4Íe" ,e" ,e'
. ti0.6ß ti0.7ßtl,e' ,e'
1t0.8Í 1t0.9Í .e' ,e" ,-1,-l

l9
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The number ofnon-zero samples of the unit-sample response is always odd and equâls the

number ofpoles, which is greater than the number ofzeros by 1.

There is a pair of the highest transmission zeros al f = 0.5 , and all poles are at the origin.

The unit-sample response width, or duration is twice the delay n, and is greater than the

number ofnon-zero samples by 1 because of the existence ofa zero sample at the origin

and at the end point 2no in every case. The lengfh ofthe fiiter is twice the delay.

6.5 Conclusions

The development of the digital version of the matched fllter is similar to that of the

continuous-time version ofChapter 4. However, unlike the analog case where the number

of transmission zero pairs is infinite and the transfer function is an approximation, the

spectrum of the discrete-time raised-cosine pulse has only a finite number of transmission

ze¡os and therefore it can be represented exactly by a transfer fi¡nction which is simply the

z-transform of the pulse. The discretetime raised-cosine is perfectly reconstructed as the

unit-sample response of the filter. FIR filters for various values of the delay parameter a¡e

described, and a network realization example is given.



Conclusions

The objective set out for this work (as stated in Sect. 1 .2) includes the following:

1- To design a method for generating a Nyquist pulse with betterjitter performance

than the standard raised-cosine pulse, while achieving maximum attenuation in the

stopband using the least filter order ¡¡ .

2- To investigate the relation between pulse symmetry and the phase characteristic

and use it to design a transmit and receive matched filter pair.

Having zero derivatives at the sampling instants, the triangular function has been shown to

have better performance in the presence of jitter than the raised-cosine function. The

impulse response ofan 8th order filter, which is designed using the triangular function as a

target is shown to outperform the raised-cosine target function, and hence outperforms the

filter designed with the raised-cosine function as a target. The triangular pulse has better

performance than the raised-cosine spectrum pulse under the worst-case design criterion,

as well as under the LMS design. However, the design method does not produce a close fit,

consequently, the performance of the ideal triangular pulse in the presence ofjitter could

not be achieved by the time response of the designed filter. Better approximation could be

achieved with higher order filte¡s. However, this design method suffers from possible

result inaccuracy as the transfer function polynomials are in coefficient form, and the

matrix representing the set oflinear equations tends to becomes ill conditioned and close

to singular. Both spectra used in conjunction with the worst-case and the least-mean-

square method imply an infinite attenuation for the entire stopband which can not be

achieved with practical filters. Hence, the triangular rolloff spectrum and the spectrum



corresponding to the optimum pulse are theoretical results that cannot be exactly produced

in practice as practical filters do not have infinite attenuation over the entire stopband. The

filter necessarily cannot be strictly bandlimited.

Assuming communication through a linear channel with AWGN, the receive filter

which is matched to the signal maximizes the output signal-to-noise ratio. The pulse

shaping is split between the transmitter and the receiver. With the second point of the

design objective in mind, causal real symmetric impulse response and linear phase are dis-

cussed and it is shown that if a causal real symmetric pulse is hansmitted through the lin-

ear Gaussian channel, it will be matched to a receive filter which is identical to the

transmit filter. Linear phase is necessary and sufrcient for the real impulse response to be

slnnmetric, and proof is given in the continuous-time and the discrete-time domains.

The time-domain delayed raised-cosine pulse is considered for a Nyquist pulse design, its

ideal spectrum is analysed and the transmission zeros are determined.

A rational function approximation to the spectrum of the delayed raised-cosine pulse

is required. A good approximation to the causal symmetric raised-cosine pulse is provided

by the impulse response of an approximately linear phase filter. The denominator of the

transfer function of the filter is a linear phase polynomial generated by a recurrence reia-

tion. A formula to generâte the linear phase polynomial in coefficient form is also availa-

ble. The numerator polynomial includes the first two hansmission zero pairs

corresponding to the raised-cosine pulse, which are on the jro-axis, and the lowest filter
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order was determined to be 7. The generated pulse is essentially contained within the main

lobe as required for improved jitter performance.

The combination of even symmetry of time response, and conjugate transmission zero

pairs leads to a linear phase pulse shaping filter which is its own match. It can perform

both tasks of transmit and receive filter, which can be advantageous in situations where the

transmitter and receiver are at the same physical location.

Two identical 9th order filters are used as a transmit and receive matched filter pair.

Frequency scaling is used to generate a Nyquist pulse which is halfas wide as the nominal

pulse, so that the ¡eceived pulse, which will be twice as wide as the transmit pulse, and the

sampling period at the receiver is unity. The cascade of the transmit filter and the receive

filter achieve a minimum stopband attenuation of 66 dB. Due to pulse symmetry, the out-

put pulse of the receive filter is the convolution of the transmit pulse by itself, conse-

quently its shape is narrower and its amplitude near the end points is smaller than that of

the hansmit pulse, which improves the jitter performance considerably.

Performance of the receive pulse in the presence ofjitter is quite satisfactory and the sam-

pling error is virtually zero.

The causal real symmetric Nyquist pulse design is discussed further and performance

of the CRS pulse in the presence ofjitter is found to be superior to that of the triangular

pulse and the raised-cosine spectrum pulse with a rolloff factor cr : 1 ; it also outper-

forms the LMS optimum pulse in some cases, e.g. Case.B of Sect. 5.3. The linear phase

design represents an alternative method to generate the Nyquist pulse using realizable fil-



ters with purely imaginary hansmission zeros enabling filter implementation in terms of

ladder LC networks which have low component sensitivity. The design method is flexible

and robust, it does not suffer any numerical instabilities which some other design methods

are vulnerable to.

The causal real syrnmetric pulse method is extended to the discrete time domain and

the discrete-time raised-cosine pulse. The development of the digital version of the

matched filter is similar to that of the continuous{ime version of Chapter 4. However,

unlike the continuous-time case where the number of hansmission zero pairs is infinite,

the spectrum of the discrete-time raised-cosine pulse has only a finite number of transmis-

sion zeros. Therefore it can be represented exactly by a transfer function which is simply

the z-transform ofthe pulse. The discrete-time raised-cosine is perfectly reconstructed as

the unit-sample response of the filter. FIR filters for various values of the delay parameter

are described, The objective of this work is achieved with good results.
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-.4.1. Derivation of the Worst-Case Design Nyquist Pulse

*-fz
pØ : 2lP6cos(2nft)df : 

J tt * G(f)lcos(2nft)df
00

frf,.f,
pØ = I cos(2nft)df + J cos(2nft)df + ! c|¡¡ coslznft¡af

ooft

sin(2t ' f' f' -îz

pØ = Yl" +$n!¿fit)l + IG1)cos(2rlfî)df¡ lo zllr lo .¡,

ft= (l-u)f,/2,"fr= (1 +u)f"/2,"f,= 1/T isthesamplingfrequency, Z isthe

sampling period, and cx is the rolloff factor.

,f'
pQ) = !sin(nf 

"r)cos(cln/"r) 
+ IGf)cos(21tft)df

-ft

let x = f - f,/2,then f = x+ f"/2

.f, af '/2
IGU)cos(2rlft)df = I clr+ ¡,tz¡cos(2n(x+ f,/2)t)dx
ft -df'/z

factorising the cosine integrand term into even and odd functions:

cos2n(x + f"/2)t : cos(2nxt)cos (nl,r) - sin(2æxl) sin(æ/"r)

J c1f¡coslznft)df = - J c1* + ¡"tz¡sin(2nxt)sin(nf,t)dx
.ft -t'f '/2

let Q@) = G(x + f ,/2), lfl < af ,/2, and note that G(f + f s/2) is odd, so p(/) must

be an odd function satisfrinC ø(0) = 0, Q@f ,/2) = -l .

.f, s.f'/2

J c1f¡cnslznft)df = -2sin(n¡"t¡ J }1x¡sin(2nxt)dx
.f' 0



G(f + f s/2) o(f)

-df s/2

Integrating by parts:

" 
t' 
l.', 

^n 
ur r^ r, n x t ) d x = -Q 

G) c9!(2 n x t ) 

l" rt' 
" . " 

t. 

(, 
^n, 

( x) co s (2 n x t) d x

-sf,/2 -af,/z
df -/2

cos lnc f ¡l " '"

= -- 2*- + J Q'Q)cos(2nxt)dx
0

, "f('
p(t) = --:-sin(nf "ù ) Q'Q)cos(2nxt)dx

0

Let Q(-r) = -Q'@), then S(x) is even and

d.f,/2

I q<ao, = -o(,)lY/'= -(- 1-o) = 1

0

o.f,/2
l"

p(t) = :-sin(nf 
"t) J Q(flcos(2nft)df

0

1^= :sin(nf,t) g(t)

uf ,/2
whereg(r) : J SÇ)cos(2nft)df

0

g(r) is the inverse hansform of Q(/),/2 .

(2-6')

-J+1

(2-7')



42. Derivation of the Intersymbol Interference (ISI)

The interfering signal for detection at t = 0 is represented by the pulse hain

x(t) = \ a,,p(t-nT)
ll=-æ

n+0

so

#r<'¡ = i o,,!¡(t-nr)
',1*î

from (2-6)

or,, : "'"'I1""g1r¡ = fsa(o, r/2)g(t)

where s¿(x) - sin(-r). 
^- 

= 2n
x ' = T 'aîd

0.f ,/2

c(t) = J ÞU)cos{znft)af
0

S("f) is an arbitrary real even function of / which is band-limited to laf ,/2 such that

af ,/2

J ø<nat=t'
0

d o(t-,.T\

!¡a -'rt = s'(frr' -'rt)+ . fffis'(i<' - "t)
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r!,na-,n1, 
_,= 

*P*'"(iu-"rù1, 
=,

t1+ 0

*rr.." sr(!rt, - rn)l : o

lt = {J

n+0

!,s.(ia_,rt)l,rr=W
=-coofn) ="#

!,nu_,rtl,=r=o#ry
n+0

m = tlrxUl;,= 0, ând the desired sample is 
o"I0) 

, stol : t

The relative ISI then is given by

a Ç o-(-r)l.rstlrl
,t -¿ 

*n nT T
Âaxl¡ll - tt=-æ

,<1t - 
dî "tt=u 

- n*0-------------;=-
ao/ T ao/ T

À s. , ,,r¡+1, , ,SØT):; ). (-l ) (a,,/a^)*.
n

n*0

t04



A'3. The Optimum Rolloff tr'unction for the LMS Design

)rr

The fi¡ndamental differential equation ofEuler states that JFQ,y,y')dx ismirr'-

mumifthetunction f: -Orvanishesidenticallyinx where f .. = { t,/i..y dy.

This is equivalent to requiring that the fl.rnction y(.r) satisfies the differential equation

y,,Fy,y,+y,Fy,y+Fr,r_Fr: 0 (A2_l)

with the conditions that y, y' are continuous and constant at end points xs, x1 and y" is

piecewise continuous, in the general case.

In the special case that F(x,y,y') does not depend explicitly ony the Euler equation

(42-1) reduces to F, : 0 which is the case we have, and the LMS timing enor (2-20):

d/2T d./27t,¡-¡21 t - Ie =l¿r\-l!-4r I Bu)Ít-B(f)ld¡+Br' | rcclatl"t \r/16 
o

is minimum if
0./2T d/27

J rç,n¡a¡= J erfaÍ)-B(f)u-B(f)ldf =0
00

is minimum, which occurs if
,l /l

inFU, al = ;El2rrBcf) - B("Ðlt - B(_f)ll : 0

i. e, 2rf - (l -B) -B(-l ) = 0, which ¡esults in

BU)=;-r/, o<f<a/2r (A2-2)
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44. Linear Phase Polynomials ¡Z+1

l'1(s)
1+års+brsz+...+b,,s"

Expressing d(s) as sum of even and odd parts d(s) = d"(s) + do(s), then

_1
d(s)

ø = zH(j,o)

(A3-r)

(A3-2)
d-( i..rD]'

-jtan(o) = ffi,
For an ideal filter 0 = -<o (after suitable scaling)

-jtan(0) = jtan(ro) = tanh(j@). (43-3)

Let s = jco, then the transcendental function tanh(s) must be approximated by the ratio-

nal function ?j!l , *n"nn.s azero ats = 0, so begin by inverting it to remove apole at
d 
"(s).

the origin, after which the remainder is inverted and so on, the expansion is as follows:

tanh(s) = 1l-+-s 3. 1-+-s 5. I_+_s 7.
s

(A3-4)

All coefrcients t o, .o ',' 
jtl is a reactance function and d(s) is Hurwitz.. d.(s )

The coefficients of the maximally flat delay polynomial d(s) are given in closed form by
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(n\

^:Wl(2n\ it (43-5)

[¡J

The above can be generated by a recurrence relation as follows:

Let

Q,,ß) = d(s)/b,, Qís)=s+ 1, Qzß) ="'+3"n3

Q,*ís)=(2n+l)Q,,þ)+.ç2g,¡-l(.s), n=2,3,... (43-6)


